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FROM THE EDITOR IN CHIEF

Illustratio
Audiey C. Kao, MD, PhD

Edmund Pellegrino, MD was one of my shining mentors as a young physician. He was widely recognized as an exemplar of what it means to be a healer. What was less well known, or at least acknowledged, was that he was not particularly “tech savvy.” Pellegrino never used email to communicate and rarely, if ever, bothered with personal computing devices that most of us cannot seem to live without. Tweeting and other social media exchanges would almost certainly have been anathema to him. During his many years at Georgetown University, he relied on his longtime assistant to translate his academic work in bioethics for dissemination in the digital world. Therefore, it seems ironic that he would not have been a reader of the online ethics journal that I cofounded nearly 20 years ago.

This month’s issue marks the official launch of a completely redesigned AMA Journal of Ethics. From an aesthetic standpoint, regular readers will notice a dramatic increase in the use of visual assets. In line with the journal’s editorial mission of “illuminating the art of medicine,” the clean, uncluttered layout provides a canvas where visuals complement insights and guidance proffered in the text of numerous and cross-disciplinary articles. A concerted effort is underway to publish a wider spectrum of “art of medicine” content in response to the Call for Artwork and Conley Art of Medicine contest. Future articles will be authored by curators from and highlight collections of one of the world’s leading art institutions—the Art Institute of Chicago. This exciting partnership with the Art Institute reflects our mutual appreciation of the provocative power of the arts to inform and inspire ethical inquiry and the practice of healing.

The journal design is now more user friendly and functional; navigation is more straightforward and intuitive. Content, whether included as a continuing medical education offering, podcast, or part of the ethics case library, for example, is readily searchable and easily accessible. Educators of medical students or resident physicians are able to filter and download content based on the core competencies established by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education or by specialty area. Articles are also identified according to a set of core topics (eg, disparities in health and health care/social determinants, end-of-life care/spirituality, patient safety/error disclosure, conflicts of interest/dual role as clinicians and researchers) that are relevant to the substance of a specific article.
Issues of the *AMA Journal of Ethics* are a blend of manuscripts solicited from experts and those submitted (unsolicited) for peer-review consideration. Each monthly issue focuses on a specific theme selected by the editorial staff among those submitted by medical students, resident physicians, or fellows who are chosen in response to a call for theme issue editors. Additionally, we are also planning to publish 1 or 2 issues per year in collaboration with leading centers of bioethics. The October 2018 issue, for example, on health and food ethics, expresses our work with faculty at the Johns Hopkins Berman Institute of Bioethics.

Regardless of theme issue, the *AMA Journal of Ethics*, as an editorially independent journal, has always been freely available to all learners and educators interested in ethically important and complex matters in patient care and health policy. Fostering careful deliberation, thoughtful decision making, and ethical behavior among those caring for sick and injured patients by publishing high-quality ethics and humanities content is considered a public good by the journal’s editors and publisher.

Lastly, it has been more than 5 years since Pellegrino passed away at the age of 92. I can only hope that he, as a learned man of strong Catholic faith, is smiling down on us and sending some illumination (or *illustratio* in Latin) our way as the *AMA Journal of Ethics* embarks on the next chapter of its editorial life.
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FROM THE EDITOR

How Stratification Unites Ethical Issues in Precision Health

Jason N. Batten, MA

Precision approaches to medicine and health are hailed as a paradigm shift in our approach to disease prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. This issue of the *AMA Journal of Ethics* maps out many of the ethical issues that arise in the context of precision medicine and health. One of the reasons these ethical issues are so challenging to address—and worthy of an entire journal issue—is that they seem disparate and unrelated at first glance, covering a large swath of territory: privacy, informed consent, shared decision making, disclosure, social justice, valuation practices, regulation of human subjects research, and so on. We can more effectively address ethical issues in such diverse areas if we have a conceptual basis for understanding how they are united in a coherent whole.

Arriving at this understanding requires that we accurately identify the basis of precision health, which is often falsely characterized as the incorporation of genetic information into health care. In actuality, the unifying feature of all precision approaches is *stratification*. Precision approaches, whether or not they use genetic information, divide patients into smaller subgroups for the purpose of targeted, ie, precise, interventions. Stratification in health care is not new: existing clinical practices include using antigen testing to match patients with blood products of the right type or using receptor testing to target hormonal therapies to patients whose cancers will respond. These are cited as early examples of precision medicine because clinicians use biomarkers to stratify patients into new groups to better target clinical interventions. What is novel about the current precision health approaches is their scale and speed: they use larger data sets with faster turnaround than traditional biomedical research.

Although these emerging approaches have received the label “precision” from the federal government and some health care systems (eg, my own institution), this label is something of a misnomer. It fails to convey that greater precision is achieved through stratification. The centrality of stratification is evident in the decision of the United Kingdom’s Medical Research Council to brand a national research strategy as the Stratified Medicine Initiative, the goal of which is described as follows: “Stratified medicine is based on identifying subgroups of patients with distinct mechanisms of disease, or particular responses to treatments. This allows us to identify and develop treatments that are effective for particular groups of patients.”
The contributors to this issue address many of the ethical issues that arise in the context of precision health. Although none addresses the idea of stratification directly, the concept of stratification links their contributions together, since stratification is the basis of all precision health efforts. Stratification has only rarely been explored as a concept with ethical fallout and is often downplayed in favor of the label “precision.” Therefore, this editorial lays out how the ethical issues explored by our contributors and in precision health more broadly are united and organized by the concept of stratification.

**Goal and Degree of Stratification**

First is the question of group size: how small should we aim to stratify? The transition from *personalized* medicine (implying treatment tailored to the individual) and *precision* medicine or health (implying stratification into subgroups or subpopulations) reflects the importance of this question. These shifts in rhetoric raise questions about the goal of stratification: are we seeking to individualize treatment, provide more targeted interventions to existing patient groups, or improve public health? Eric T. Juengst and Michelle L. McGowan trace the historical development of these various goals by examining the *rhetorical shifts* from personalized medicine, to precision medicine, to precision health, and the emerging wellness genomics.

Similarly, considerations about the appropriate degree of stratification raise practical issues of cost and feasibility: how valuable is it to stratify patients into ever-smaller groups, and what are the costs of doing so? In exploring these questions, Holly K. Tabor and Aaron Goldenberg make an analogy to patients with rare diseases—the smallest of subgroups—in order to explore the practical lessons we can learn about precision health from our experience with rare diseases.

**Quality and Collection of Data Used for Stratification**

Next is the question of basis: which data should we use to stratify individuals into subgroups? While some approaches stratify on the basis of single biomarkers, others use complex analytic processes (eg, machine learning) to stratify on the basis of large data sets. These data sets include a broad array of data on individuals, sometimes including the whole genome sequence or the entire electronic health record (EHR). Armed with the modern tools of bioinformatics, which have the capability to process this information, we must question the impact of using socially sensitive or poor quality data. Brittany Hollister and Vince L. Bonham examine possible *limitations and biases* in the collection and interpretation of social and behavioral data in the EHR (eg, race, socioeconomic status) and the influences of using such data in the large cohort research programs that have come to define precision health. And Clara C. Hildebrandt and Jonathan M. Marron argue that, in order to provide equitable access to therapies resulting from *CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing technology*, we must partner with underrepresented groups in order to enhance diversity in our genomic databases.
While precision approaches require data, in practice this data can be ethically challenging to obtain. At times, this data is collected at great cost—even harm—to patients, which raises questions about how to balance benefits and burdens of implementing a stratified approach to patient care. Anava A. Wren and K. T. Park explore ethical challenges encountered in the fraught context of pediatric inflammatory bowel disease. One of these challenges is the choice between guiding precision therapy using data from repeated endoscopies (which provide higher-quality data but pose risks to patients) as opposed to patient-reported outcomes (which are subjective and less reliable, eg, pain). Rebekah Davis Reed and Erik L. Antonsen argue that though there are challenges in preserving the privacy and confidentiality of astronauts’ genetic data, federal law allows the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to collect employees’ genetic data for purposes of occupational surveillance, research, and development of personalized pharmaceuticals. And this month’s podcast explores the potential benefits—and ethical challenges—associated with the National Institutes of Health’s All of US program, which aims to collect health data from 1 million Americans. Ysabel Duron and Katie Johansen Taber explain why it’s crucial for precision health initiatives to ensure inclusion of participants and perspectives from underserved communities.

Once data is collected, it must be stored safely and used only in ways for which individuals have given consent. The context of precision health poses challenges to traditional notions of privacy and informed consent due to the volume and nature of data being collected, the tools used to collect the data, and the many unanticipated uses of such large data sets. Cynthia E. Schairer, Caryn Kseniya Rubanovich, and Cinnamon S. Bloss explore how the terms of use of mobile health devices—especially apps, which have the potential to capture large amounts of data for precision health efforts—undermine the tenets of informed consent for research and how researchers might negotiate terms of use with commercial partners.

**Meaning and Uses of Stratification**

In many cases, stratification itself—that is, how subgroups are labeled and defined—becomes ethically charged. For example, if patients are grouped into a socially undesirable category, the stratification itself becomes sensitive information. Nicole Martinez-Martin, Laura B. Dunn, and Laura Weiss Roberts explore how basic demographic data can be used to stratify patients with psychosis into those predicted to have a good or poor prognosis. Since a prediction of poor prognosis in psychosis carries significant social ramifications, clinicians face ethical challenges in deciding whether to generate and disclose these prognostic estimates. Conversely, Sathyaraj Venkatesan and Sweetha Saji examine in graphic pathographies how stratification by prognosis (ie, survival or nonsurvival) creates uncertainty and anxiety for patients and their families and impedes clinician understanding of the illness experience. Two artistic contributions also illustrate the meaning of stratification. Samuel Rodriguez and Nick Love’s *Precision Portrait*—a child against a backdrop of DNA sequences and electronic health record
data—serves to remind clinicians that patients are people, not merely collections of data. And Audrey Gray’s Kaleidescope—repeated collections of pills in a quilt-like pattern—highlights that patients can be stratified by their use or abuse of prescription pain medications, raising issues of how clinicians can meet patients’ needs for pain relief without contributing to the crisis created by diversion.

Lastly, what will new methods of stratification be used for and what ethical issues does their use raise? As these methods are still emerging, the practical details and ethical issues remain uncertain. Michelle Huckaby Lewis discusses an unexpected use of genotype-based stratification for guiding health care organizations’ response to influenza pandemics: giving disease-prone individuals patient care assignments with lower risk of exposure to the virus, which, while beneficial for patients, raises issues of fairness, autonomy, and data privacy for employees. Emily L. Evans and Danielle Whicher examine the use of clinical decision support systems, arguing that they should be subject to regulations requiring, among other things, protections for patient data and transparency about the use of the systems. Focusing on patients’ rather than clinicians’ use of precision health tools, Kyle B. Brothers and Esther E. Knapp explore the challenges that primary care physicians will face when patients arrive at clinic with stratification results in hand from direct-to-consumer genetic testing. Finally, Camillo Lamanna and Lauren Byrne argue that machine learning algorithms trained on social media as well as EHR data can be used to assist clinicians in ascertaining the treatment preferences of patients who lack decision-making capacity.

Conclusion
Because increased funding and excitement have coalesced around precision medicine and health, we cannot avoid the complex ethical questions raised in this issue of the AMA Journal of Ethics. We can gain increased traction on these issues by remembering how they are united: through the concept of stratification, the basis of all precision health efforts.
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CASE AND COMMENTARY
Is It Ethical to Use Prognostic Estimates from Machine Learning to Treat Psychosis?
Nicole Martinez-Martin, JD, PhD, Laura B. Dunn, MD, and Laura Weiss Roberts, MD, MA

Abstract
Machine learning is a method for predicting clinically relevant variables, such as opportunities for early intervention, potential treatment response, prognosis, and health outcomes. This commentary examines the following ethical questions about machine learning in a case of a patient with new onset psychosis: (1) When is clinical innovation ethically acceptable? (2) How should clinicians communicate with patients about the ethical issues raised by a machine learning predictive model?

Case
Dr K is a psychiatrist who regularly attends in an inpatient psychiatric ward at an academic medical center. In this role, Dr K regularly sees patients admitted from the emergency department who present with new onset psychosis. A major challenge with these patients is that clinicians are unable to predict an individual patient’s clinical outcomes: some return to baseline, others experience only mild symptoms, while others deteriorate and might even become severely disabled.

Dr K is interested in piloting a study based on a recently published predictive model for patients who present with their first episode of psychosis. The model was developed by applying machine learning methods to a large, multisite European database of patients with psychosis and offers 2 potentially helpful pieces of information to clinicians. First, the model yields a prognostic estimate. Using the patient’s baseline information such as sex, occupational status, and history of major depressive episodes, the model predicts whether the patient will have a good or a poor outcome 1 year later. A good or poor outcome is defined by the Global Assessment of Function (GAF), a validated method for quantifying a patient’s overall functional status. A good outcome—defined as a GAF score of greater than or equal to 65—typically indicates that a patient is able to function with minimal impairments. A poor outcome—a GAF score of less than 65—can indicate a broad range of impairment severity. At GAF scores at the higher end of poor outcome (50-65), patients can experience moderate impairment in their social or occupational functioning. At GAF scores at the lower end of poor outcome (0-10), patients might be
unable to handle their own personal hygiene or be persistently suicidal. Of note, the model predicts a good or poor outcome with approximately 75% accuracy. Second, the model guides treatment choice for some patients. Although psychiatrists have access to a variety of antipsychotic agents to treat psychosis, patients predicted to have a poor outcome benefit more from amisulpride or olanzapine than other agents.

Dr K and colleagues think this model can enhance their treatment of psychotic patients and would like to incorporate it into their practice. However, they wonder whether the prognostic estimate, in particular, should be disclosed. While this information might help patients and their families plan and make decisions, they also wonder whether, when, and how this information could cause more harm than good.

Commentary
Dr K is considering piloting a predictive model for patients with first-episode psychosis that relies on machine learning applied to large data sets drawn from European sites and patients. Machine learning is a technique used to build algorithms for computational analysis that improves as a function of experience. Algorithms can be used to analyze massive data sets to determine patterns and predict future outcomes. Machine learning is expected to bring major advances to psychiatry by improving prediction, diagnosis, and treatment of mental illness. The above scenario illustrates some of the ethical considerations that will arise as machine learning techniques move from the lab to the clinic. Although the model in this case has been statistically validated, it is not yet validated as a clinical intervention that will lead to improved outcomes. This essay first examines whether Dr K is ethically justified in implementing this clinical innovation. We then discuss whether the target population for the predictive algorithm—ie, patients with psychotic disorders—raises special ethical issues regarding informed consent that should be considered.

When Should Clinicians Implement a Clinical Innovation?
Dr K’s piloting of the predictive model would be considered a clinical innovation—that is, a novel use of an intervention or model that has not been shown to be definitively clinically superior to standard practice. Clinical innovation falls into a category somewhere between clinical practice and research, as these activities were distinguished in terms of their ethical mandates in the Belmont Report. What would constitute sufficient ethical justification to implement the clinical innovation described in this case?

First, there must be a demonstrated need for the innovative practice. Psychotic disorders exert a considerable personal, social, and financial burden on those affected. The recovery rate (10%-15%) after a first episode of psychosis, with routine clinical care, has remained the same for decades. Timely intervention after a first episode of psychosis and treatment with antipsychotic medications can improve outcomes, but treatment tolerance, adherence, and response can be highly variable. Given the
potential severity of new onset psychosis, as well as the lack of adequate treatments, there is a demonstrable need for the proposed innovation.

Next, we must consider whether the risk posed by the innovation is ethically acceptable relative to risks of the underlying condition. First, Dr K will need sufficient evidence that the proposed innovation can deliver the promised benefit. While accuracy of the proposed psychosis predictive model is supported by the study conducted in Europe, it is not known whether variables present in the local context—such as differences in psychiatric practice and social support—would affect the model’s validity and ability to improve outcomes for Dr K’s patient population. The model will need to be calibrated to account for relevant local variables. Because of the “black box” nature of machine learning algorithms, software developers do not always know or might not understand how the system has used input data to arrive at decisions. Thus, designers of the system will not likely know exactly which variables need to be addressed to validate the model for a new context; additional patients’ data from the local clinical setting will be needed to perform a calibration.

Calibration will need to take into account not only local variables but also error and bias. Machine learning is often presented as more objective than human judgment, but it is susceptible to operator error. When faulty data are used as input, flawed analyses can result. Machine learning algorithms can also reinforce existing biases in data. For example, depending upon the way an algorithm accounts for socioeconomic status or race, decisions made on the basis of that algorithm could unintentionally reinforce existing structural deficits for vulnerable patients. On the other hand, with proper calibration, the algorithm could be used to reduce bias in health care. Finally, use of the predictive model will itself influence the care patients receive, impacting how psychiatrists make treatment decisions and allocate resources. Initially, the effect of the predictive model on cases might not be adequately accounted for in its analyses. In order to ensure an ethically acceptable balance of risks and benefits in implementing a predictive model, clinicians will need to be actively involved in validating the predictive algorithm in the local context by ensuring that the calculations are attuned to the particular patient population and by outlining the associated protocols for moving from prediction to treatment.

At the same time, physicians using the algorithm may not know the variables and rationale behind predictions it generates, making it difficult for them to assess and justify resulting treatment decisions. Justifying use of a predictive model will require addressing issues of transparency and bias that arise in the use of machine learning systems by implementing strategies such as training physicians on how machine learning systems work, including physicians in their creation, and even supporting efforts to implement machine learning systems that can give insight into the reasons for their predictions. Clinicians who use the machine learning systems will need to learn more about how they
are constructed, the underlying data sets that inform their recommendations, and their limitations.16

Informed Consent for the Target Population

In order to ensure trust and transparency in using predictive models, there must be careful attention to ethical issues related to informed consent. Currently, informed consent is not explicitly required to use patients’ data in applying and improving predictive algorithms.12 Furthermore, patients are generally not aware when physicians use computer-based decision aids in the course of their care and are rarely informed of sources that inform their physician’s judgment.12 These facts raise the question: Do machine learning predictive algorithms such as this psychosis prediction model involve novel ethical issues that necessitate a different ethical approach?

How machine algorithms differ from existing risk assessment tools, such as those used to assess risk of heart attack or stroke, has to do with their potential impact on therapeutic relationships. As physicians increasingly turn to machine learning algorithms to inform diagnostic and treatment decisions, these algorithms might become more than just support tools.16 Furthermore, as machine learning systems are integrated into health care settings, decisions regarding treatment or resource allocation that stem from a predictive tool could come from rules or protocols set by hospital administration rather than a treating physician. Thus, machine learning tools can reconfigure physicians’ roles in their relationships with patients.16 As machine learning systems become more integrated into care, careful examination of the fiduciary dimension of relationships between patient and machine learning decision systems in health care institutions will be needed.16

Because technology can intrude upon patient-clinician relationships by influencing how a physician makes decisions and directs resources to care for a patient and will impact confidentiality as machine learning systems are integrated with electronic health records,16 patients should be notified about uses of predictive algorithms at their health care institutions. Patients will need sufficient information to consider how machine learning systems can influence their care, the confidentiality of their information, and the privacy of their data. We suggest that patients should be alerted that their data could be used to formulate or improve predictive algorithms and that predictive tools might play a role in their care. In the case of early psychosis, decisions would need to be made about when to notify patients, given that patients and families are invariably coping with severe disease-related and psychosocial stress at the time of patients’ hospitalization for psychosis that could make it even more difficult to digest and retain complex information, such as the use of predictive algorithms. Community stakeholders could provide input on how to formulate the content of such notices and the procedures for engaging with patients and families meaningfully.12
Should a prognosis delivered by a predictive algorithm be disclosed to a patient as a part of informed consent for treatment? Informed consent does not require explanation of all details that inform a treatment recommendation, but it does require that explanation of pertinent information about the nature, risks, and benefits of treatment options be conveyed to a patient.\textsuperscript{17,18} Therefore, clinicians would need sufficient education regarding a machine learning system in order to communicate information about an algorithm’s treatment recommendation. Before disclosing a prognosis generated by a predictive model, it would be helpful to have at least some data generated by a machine learning algorithm on the effects of sharing a prognosis on patient distress and outcomes.

Given that Dr K’s patients have new onset psychosis, there might be concerns that providing information regarding the algorithm’s prediction could lead to psychological distress in some patients or their families. In general, assumptions that persons with severe mental illness have impaired ability to make autonomous and well-informed research and treatment decisions have frequently not borne up under rigorous scrutiny.\textsuperscript{19,20} Such concerns need to be empirically examined rather than accepted at face value.\textsuperscript{21} Patients might want more or less detail regarding treatment depending upon factors such as their education levels, how they assess their own decisional capacity, or their satisfaction with treatment.\textsuperscript{22} The capacity for voluntarism—ie, the ability to make choices that are free from coercion and are consonant with an individual’s values and history—is another critical component of informed consent,\textsuperscript{18} one that necessitates engaging with patients to discern their preferences in the context of specific decisions. Attending to the individual needs and capacity of a patient for informed consent remains key, including supporting a patient’s capacity to engage meaningfully in health care decisions and identifying tools that help assess decisional capacity,\textsuperscript{23} especially relative to understanding predictive algorithms.

**Conclusion**

In order to implement the predictive tool in an ethical manner, Dr K will need to carefully consider how to give appropriate information—in an understandable manner—to patients and families regarding use of the predictive model. In order to maximize benefits from the predictive model and minimize risks, Dr K and the institution as a whole will need to formulate ethically appropriate procedures and protocols surrounding the instrument. For example, implementation of the predictive tool should consider the ability of a physician to override the predictive model in support of ethically or clinically important variables or values, such as beneficence. Such measures could help realize the clinical application potential of machine learning tools, such as this psychosis prediction model, to improve the lives of patients.
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CASE AND COMMENTARY
How Should Primary Care Physicians Respond to Direct-to-Consumer Genetic Test Results?
Kyle B. Brothers, MD, PhD and Esther E. Knapp, MD, MBE

Abstract
In this case, a primary care physician is presented with direct-to-consumer genetic test results and asked to provide counseling and order follow-up diagnostics. In order to deal effectively with this situation, we suggest physicians need look no further than the practice principles that guide more routine clinical encounters. We examine the rationale behind 2 major clinical ethical considerations: (1) physicians have obligations to help their patients achieve reasonable health goals but are not obligated to perform procedures that are not medically indicated; and (2) primary care physicians do not need to know everything; they just need to know how to get their patients appropriate care.

Case
A 34-year-old woman, Sarah, schedules a routine visit with her family physician, Dr S, to discuss results of a direct-to-consumer genetic test she ordered from an online vendor. After sending a saliva sample, Sarah received several reports that she accessed online and printed for her visit with Dr S.

The first report shows information about Sarah’s likely ancestry. The second report contains genetic information and states that Sarah’s genetic make-up includes heterozygosity for the e4 variant of the APOE gene, which confers an increased risk for late-onset Alzheimer disease. The second report also states that Sarah is a carrier of a pathogenic variant in the PKHD1 gene, which is associated with autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease (ARPKD).

Sarah has many questions for Dr S about this information. First, she wants to know what she can do about her increased risk for Alzheimer disease. Should she change her approach to retirement planning, for example? Second, Sarah is concerned about being a carrier for a PKHD1 pathogenic variant. Although her first child was born without evidence of ARPKD and is now 2 years old, Sarah wonders about the risk of passing on this disease if she tries to have another child.
Dr S listens carefully to Sarah’s questions. Although the 2 reports are written in a straightforward, consumer friendly manner, the information in the second report, in particular, contains technical and specific genetic information that is outside of her expertise.

**Commentary**

Nearly every primary care clinician has experienced a complicated patient request that demands significant time. Until recently, however, requests to interpret and follow up on direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing were not particularly common. A turning point might have been 2017, when the number of people who sought genetic results through DTC testing companies increased dramatically.¹ Given that interest in pursuing DTC testing remains robust,²,³ it is likely that the use of this type of consumer service will continue to grow and that primary care physicians will increasingly be asked to help their patients interpret these results. In recent years, primary care physicians have faced increasing demands from patients for this kind of assistance, so there is precedent for thinking about how they can respond and assume new, time-intensive responsibilities. In this discussion of the case of Sarah and Dr S, we will first examine challenges that could be raised by the widespread use of DTC testing and then explore how traditional practice guidelines can be drawn upon by primary care clinicians seeking to help patients interpret and respond to DTC genetic testing results.

**Potential Problems with DTC Genetic Testing**

A number of technical and practical concerns have been raised about DTC genetic testing. First, DTC genetic testing companies vary widely in their laboratory practices, including which genotyping technologies they use and the techniques used to validate results. A recent study showed that 40% of genetic variants identified in DTC laboratories (using various genotyping technologies) were not confirmed when Sanger sequencing (a rigorous testing method) was employed for confirmation.⁴ In the same study, several variants that were successfully confirmed by Sanger sequencing had been misclassified as conferring risk for a condition. These types of errors can be reduced by using laboratory practices that adhere to requirements of the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988, which emphasizes the importance of ensuring that only valid and technically rigorous results are returned to patients.⁵ DTC genetic testing companies can also address these concerns by using high-quality criteria for pathogenicity. Criteria proposed by the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular Pathology, for example, specify types of direct and indirect evidence needed to classify a genetic variant as pathogenic. A finding that a variant occurs at a higher frequency in persons affected by a certain condition compared with unaffected persons is, for example, one piece of evidence that could legitimately be used to conclude that a variant is pathogenic.⁶
Another major challenge for the widespread use of DTC genetic tests is the lack of skilled physicians and other professionals who can properly interpret these results. DTC genetic testing companies sometimes offer access to genetic counselors by phone, but these conversations are inherently limited. In order to contextualize a genetic finding within the overall health of an individual, it is typically necessary for a patient’s own clinician to assess her medical and family history and perform a physical examination. With the proper clinical skill and knowledge related to genetics, such information can be synthesized to guide a shared decision-making process. While primary care clinicians typically possess the necessary history and physical exam skills, physicians typically do not have sufficient expertise to interpret and assess risk conferred by individual genetic variants and to develop either a diagnostic or a surveillance program tailored to a patient’s particular needs. In one systematic review, two-thirds of studies highlighted insufficient knowledge as a significant barrier to provision of genetic services. Even subspecialty-trained physicians can feel reluctant to interpret such test results. For example, a recent study conducted at a large comprehensive pediatric cancer center demonstrated low confidence among pediatric oncologists in interpreting results of germline genetic sequencing. A majority of physicians (93%) in the study wished to speak to a genetic counselor before disclosing germline test results.

Given both primary care and subspecialist physicians’ limited comfort with interpreting and responding to genetic test results, it seems that a dramatic increase in DTC genetic testing is likely to create significant challenges for clinicians. The current workforce of geneticists and genetic counselors is already insufficient to meet estimated needs, so primary care clinicians will be obligated to fill the gap. This scenario is problematic not only because primary care clinicians rarely possess skill for interpreting and assessing genetic information, but also because most primary care practices are generally not designed to accommodate the time-intensive visits that counseling on DTC genetic testing results typically require.

**Counseling on DTC Genetic Testing: There Are No Stupid Questions**

If there is a first rule of medicine, it is that physicians should never order a test unless there is a foreseeable benefit from ordering that test. No test is completely risk free. Invasive tests, like phlebotomy, confer obvious risks such as infection. But even noninvasive tests, like cheek swabs and ultrasounds, have risks of a false positive result that could lead to something more invasive or a false negative result that could provide false reassurance or forestall future testing. While most of these risks are unavoidable, diagnostic tests can be justified if there is an anticipated benefit that obtaining the test results will likely provide. When diagnostic tests offer no significant benefit, even small risks can provide compelling reasons not to order a test.

Because so many physicians strive to prevent harms to their patients by following this rule, DTC genetic testing results can seem out-of-place in clinical contexts. If physicians
feel that it was a bad idea to purchase DTC testing in the first place, they might want to either disavow an obligation to discuss these results with patients or at least try to convince patients to ignore the results. This latter response is particularly tempting, given the risk concerns discussed above. These types of negative clinician responses are similar to how some clinicians respond when they are asked to provide guidance on other diagnostic tests or treatments that they would not typically recommend. Examples include radiography performed in chiropractic clinics, DTC Lyme disease testing, topical cosmetic treatments, over-the-counter medications, and complementary and alternative treatments.

Primary care clinicians have learned through experience—sometimes tragic experience—that ignoring patients’ use of alternative diagnostic and treatment options—or worse, deriding patients for them—can be harmful. These responses make patients feel even more distanced from their biomedical practitioners and less willing to disclose alternative treatments they are using. It is far better for clinicians to educate themselves about the types of products that patients are using. Physicians also have duties to respond to questions about these products in respectful ways that encourage patients to ask questions and enable meaningful opportunities for clinicians and patients to engage in conversation, build trust, and consider professional advice.

Refferring for Management of DTC Genetic Testing Results: Know What You Know, and Know What You Don’t Know

If primary care clinicians are going to field questions about DTC genetic testing, they need to be ready to help patients think about responding to those results. In the short term, however, it will likely be extremely difficult for most primary care physicians to develop an adequate understanding of genetics and genomics to counsel their patients appropriately. This is not only because requests of this sort are still relatively uncommon, but also because the science behind genetic testing results develops and changes rapidly. Numerous nuances deserve consideration prior to responding to a genetic test result that might indicate a patient’s risk for developing a condition. Which evidence supports the claim that a particular genetic variant confers risk for this condition? Which preventative or surveillance measures are available to potentially mitigate risk, and what are their potential risks and benefits? These questions are not just difficult to answer; the potential answers change rapidly as new scientific knowledge is gained. Of particular importance is recent evidence that many of the genetic variants formerly thought to be pathogenic (even by more traditional laboratories) might confer less risk than thought or might confer no risk at all.9 This evidence, combined with variations in testing quality,4 significantly increases the likelihood that a DTC genetic test result will be a false positive.

For the present, then, primary care clinicians will need to be aware of what they do not (indeed, cannot) know about genetic testing. They can initially respond to patients’ requests for counseling by explaining possible quality problems with DTC genetic testing
and welcoming their questions. For now, most primary care clinicians should refer their patients to appropriate experts to interpret and further evaluate DTC test results to ensure their patients receive the best care possible.

In general, primary care clinicians have significant leeway in deciding which types of care fall within their scope of practice and which they will refer to specialists. There are relatively narrow ethical obligations to provide care for certain problems in primary care settings. For example, clinicians might be obligated to assume dimensions of specialty care when specialists are not readily available or when referring a patient would create a harmful delay. Since it is not reasonable at this point to expect primary care physicians to have extensive knowledge of DTC genetic testing performed by private companies, primary care clinicians should have the option to refer patients to specialists for both interpretation and treatment of a DTC genetic testing result as long as genetic specialists are willing to accept them. Given current shortages of these specialists, however, it might not take long for medical geneticists and genetic counselors to become overwhelmed with these types of referrals. The day will soon come, then, when practical constraints will force many primary care clinicians to learn more and begin counseling patients about DTC genetic results without involving genetics specialists.

**Follow-Up Testing from DTC Genetic Results: Look before You Leap**

One implication of DTC genetic testing is that persons who use this service will likely seek follow-up testing to clarify their risk for developing conditions identified through these tests. In this case, Sarah might request that Dr S order a renal ultrasound, a test that is often perceived to be harmless. However, diagnostic tests of this sort carry significant risks precisely because they are intended to guide future medical care. A renal ultrasound in a child might incidentally reveal a renal mass, which might then prompt a needle biopsy or even a surgery. While this kind of follow-up might be appropriate, the Japanese experience with population screening for neuroblastoma suggests that renal masses discovered in infants and toddlers often do not require surgery, a finding made after many infants were exposed to unnecessary surgeries. While unnecessary surgeries as a result of DTC genetic test results will be exceedingly rare, what happened in Japan highlights that clinicians have an important obligation to help patients carefully weigh the potential benefit of peace of mind with the potential risks of unneeded follow-up tests.

When responding to DTC genetic testing results, physicians should advise against unnecessary follow-up tests or interventions and instead propose a surveillance plan informed by clinical parsimony. Deciding upon a course of action will fall to individual patients and physicians, like Sarah and Dr S, working together. Shared decision making does not, however, mean that primary care physicians should order any test a patient wants. Shared decision making is about seriously engaging in conversation together so that physicians understand their patients’ unique circumstances and concerns and so
patients have opportunities to benefit from their clinicians’ expertise, including learning about the first rule of medicine: a test should never be ordered in the absence of a foreseeable benefit.
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CASE AND COMMENTARY
Should Genetic Testing for Variants Associated with Influenza Infection Be Mandatory for Health Care Employees?
Michelle Huckaby Lewis, MD, JD

Abstract
Scientists are beginning to understand more about the role of host genetics in individuals’ responses to influenza virus exposure. This fictional case addresses a situation in which a health care organization proposes requiring all health care practitioners with direct patient care responsibilities to undergo mandatory genetic testing for genetic variants used to (1) predict individuals’ responses to the influenza vaccine, (2) determine individual susceptibility to influenza infection, and (3) identify individuals at increased risk for severe disease. This commentary will discuss ethical and legal issues associated with use of genetic test results to determine employee work assignments during an influenza pandemic.

Case
Influenza is an acute infectious illness spread by casual contact via respiratory droplets. Depending on the strain of virus and the characteristics of the infected individual (host), the severity of illness ranges from a mild, self-resolving upper respiratory tract infection to severe respiratory compromise and death. Due to the virus’s high transmissibility and constantly changing genome, influenza can cause pandemic infections. However, the efficacy of current vaccines and treatments are variable, suggesting that limiting exposure and transmission is the most promising strategy for improving health outcomes during pandemics.

Scientists have begun to identify host genetic variants that confer resistance to influenza or limit its transmission. If a genetic test is developed to identify whether individuals possess these variants, the information could be used to determine the genotype of the clinical and public health workforce and to predict whether these workers are resistant to influenza or whether they easily transmit infection to others.

Health care organization (HCO) A is considering mandating that all health care professionals who have direct patient care responsibilities be tested for genetic variants associated with influenza infection. Such host genetic variant information might allow a structured response to influenza that limits the spread of the infection. However,
collecting and using this information might place unacceptable limits on individual autonomy. Some of the professionals working for HCO A do not want to consent to be tested; others are willing to be tested but do not want their genetic information to be stored. How should the HCO A leadership respond?

Commentary
The World Health Organization defines a pandemic as “the worldwide spread of a new disease.” The 1918 influenza pandemic caused the deaths of an estimated 50 million to 100 million people, 3% to 5% of the world’s population. In contrast, the 2014–2016 West Africa Ebola outbreak resulted in 11,310 deaths in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone as of April 13, 2016. The Ebola outbreak was not as widespread or as destructive as the 1918 influenza pandemic, but it demonstrated how ill prepared the world is to address infectious disease outbreaks. For decades, experts have warned that another severe infectious disease pandemic could occur at any time. It is not a question of “if” but “when” the next serious pandemic will occur. Like earthquakes, what worries infectious disease experts is the occurrence of “the big one.”

Seasonal influenza must be distinguished from pandemic influenza. Human influenza A and B viruses cause seasonal epidemics of disease. These viruses circulate in all parts of the world and cause seasonal epidemics when there is widespread occurrence of influenza infection in a particular geographic community at a particular time. Seasonal influenza epidemics typically occur during the winter months in temperate climates but can occur throughout the year in tropical climates. An influenza pandemic is a global outbreak of a novel influenza A virus. Because the virus is new to humans, very few people will have immunity against the virus, and many people might become ill. For both seasonal and pandemic influenza, the strain of the influenza virus and the characteristics of the host affect the severity of disease. A number of host genetic variants associated with response to the influenza vaccine, susceptibility to influenza infection, and severity of disease if infected recently have been identified.

Because health care delivery systems might become overwhelmed during an influenza pandemic, all health care organizations in the United States should be prepared to respond when an influenza pandemic arises. Vaccination, monitoring, and management of health care personnel will be key to limiting exposure to the influenza virus in the health care setting. Information about whether individual health care practitioners possess genetic variants associated with influenza could be helpful in the management of health care personnel during an influenza pandemic and potentially could reduce the spread of disease, both to patients and to other health care practitioners.

HCO A has proposed a requirement that all health care personnel with direct patient contact undergo genetic testing for these variants in order to structure its response to an influenza pandemic to limit the spread of disease. This requirement would serve three main purposes: (1) allow HCO A to fulfill its obligation to provide a safe work environment
for its employees; (2) minimize the risk of additional harm from exposure to influenza to persons who seek health care from HCO A; and (3) preserve the employee workforce, a resource that is vital to the ability of HCO A to continue to provide health care services during an influenza pandemic. However, HCO A employees might have significant concerns about the fairness of such a policy and about their autonomy, genetic privacy, and potential loss of employment opportunities if this requirement is implemented. This commentary considers this tension between the needs of employers and the concerns of workers.

**Rationale for Mandatory Genetic Testing of Employees for Variants Associated with Influenza Infection**

HCO A’s rationale for mandatory genetic testing is based on the duties owed by a health care delivery system to its employees, its patients, and society.

**Duty to provide safe work environments for employees.** Health care organizations are obligated by law to provide a safe work environment for their employees. The US Occupational Safety and Health Administration promulgates standards to protect health care workers from exposure to bloodborne, droplet, and airborne transmissible infectious agents. In addition, the General Duty Clause of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 requires that employers provide a workplace that is free from recognized hazards that are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to employees. A health care institution by its very nature cannot eliminate all risk of contagion from infectious disease for its employees, but it is required to take steps to minimize this risk.

During an influenza pandemic, occupational exposure to the influenza virus during direct patient care is likely to occur. A genetic test for variants associated with increased susceptibility to influenza infection and for vaccine nonresponders could allow HCO A to identify those employees at increased risk of contracting influenza if exposed to the virus. During an influenza pandemic, these employees could be given patient care assignments with lower risk of exposure to the virus, ie, they could be assigned to care for patients who need medical care but are not known to be infected with influenza. Assignment of patient care duties based upon genotype may be one way to decrease risk of exposure and infection in both patients and employees.

**Duty to minimize risk of nosocomial infections.** Health care institutions also owe legal and ethical duties of care to patients. These duties entail an obligation to safeguard patients from harm and minimize the likelihood of nosocomial infection while they are in the care of the health care institution. HCO A has a responsibility to its patients to limit their risk of exposure to influenza when they seek medical care from HCO A. Current standards of care require that health care institutions have protocols in place to limit the spread of infectious disease. These protocols can include a range of precautions, from requiring that health care practitioners wash their hands before and after patient contact to isolation of patients with specific suspected or confirmed infectious diseases when
possible. The assignment of employees who are more susceptible to influenza infection or who are vaccine nonresponders to low-risk patient care activities during an influenza pandemic is another way HCO A could minimize patients’ risk of exposure to influenza while they are receiving medical care.

Duty to preserve the health care workforce during an influenza pandemic. Health care practitioners are a vital resource that may become scarce during an influenza pandemic as health care personnel become ill with influenza themselves. Although elective medical care might be deferred during an influenza pandemic, health care institutions must continue to provide urgent care to patients who do not have influenza as well as treat patients infected with the virus. Consideration of how this health care workforce resource should be allocated must be part of the pandemic preparedness planning of any health care organization.

Employee Concerns about Mandatory Genetic Testing for Variants Associated with Influenza Infection

This type of mandatory genetic testing may raise concerns for some employees about fairness, autonomy, or how the information may be used.

Fairness. The requirement that HCO A employees with direct patient care responsibilities undergo mandatory genetic testing for variants associated with influenza potentially could reduce the risk of influenza infection in certain employees; however, this risk cannot be eliminated entirely. Employees who do not possess the variant that confers increased susceptibility to infection are still at risk of contracting the disease if exposed to the virus. A practice of assigning employees who are more susceptible to the virus to low-risk patient care activities confers benefit to these at-risk employees but also means that employees who are less susceptible to the virus must be assigned to care for the patients with influenza. From the standpoint of these less-susceptible employees, it can be argued that random assignment of patient care responsibilities, not assignment based upon employee genotype, would more fairly balance the risk of exposure among individual health care practitioners.

Similarly, if employees who do not possess the variant associated with severe disease are assigned to care for infected patients, they could still become ill even though their illness may not be severe. Illness nevertheless has consequences for these employees. They may suffer loss of wages from not being able to work; they and their families could be quarantined; they could spread the disease to others, including those who are at risk of severe disease; and they could face family and child care difficulties.

Finally, for those employees who receive the influenza vaccine because they do not possess the genetic variant associated with vaccine nonresponse, the vaccine might not be completely effective. If these employees are assigned to care for patients with influenza because they have received the influenza vaccine and the vaccine is not
completely effective, it can be argued that these employees were unfairly exposed to the virus while other employees were not exposed.

These fairness issues are unavoidable under HCO A’s policy, but requiring groups of employees to assume differential risks may be justified during a pandemic that causes severe disease with a high mortality rate.

**Employee autonomy.** Absent extraordinary circumstances, mandatory genetic testing for variants associated with influenza might be unacceptable to some employees. In general, competent adult patients have the right to make their own decisions about their health care, including decisions about whether to undergo genetic testing. Some patients decide not to undergo genetic testing because they do not want to know whether they possess genetic variants that indicate increased risk of disease. The requirement by HCO A that employees undergo mandatory testing for genetic variants associated with influenza would limit the autonomy of their employees in this regard and deny them the right not to know whether they possess genetic variants associated with influenza infection.

**Concerns about HCO A possession of genetic information.** Employees might prefer that HCO A not obtain knowledge about their personal genetic information for a number of reasons. Some employees may have concerns about the security of their genetic information, including concerns about where genetic testing results will be stored and who will have access to the information. Employees also might be concerned that the genetic information could be used by HCO A to discriminate against employees with a particular genotype by limiting the amount or type of work they do or limiting their opportunities for professional advancement.

**Current Policies**

Genetic testing for variants associated with influenza infection has not yet been developed, so implementation of mandatory genetic testing for these variants by HCO A would not be possible at the current time. Furthermore, the federal Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) and genetic privacy laws in some states currently prohibit the use of genetic information in the employment setting. However, the Public Health Service Act allows the US Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to determine that a public health emergency exists in cases of severe infectious disease outbreaks. A public health emergency determination gives the HHS secretary broad powers to assist states in the prevention and treatment of disease.

A severe influenza pandemic could jeopardize the lives of millions of people. If an influenza pandemic of this level of severity and magnitude develops and genetic testing for variants associated with influenza infection is available, overriding the prohibitions against the use of genetic information in the workplace may be justified and necessary. The extent to which a determination of an influenza pandemic as a public health emergency could be used to override GINA’s and state genetic privacy laws’ prohibitions
on uses of genetic information in employment settings is unclear. It is possible, perhaps likely, that these provisions would be overridden in the face of a severe influenza pandemic in which millions of lives are at stake.

Conclusion
A requirement that all health care employees with direct patient care responsibilities undergo genetic testing for variants associated with influenza infection might provide HCO A with information that could be used to determine patient care responsibilities during an influenza pandemic. Assigning health care practitioners at increased risk from influenza exposure to low-risk patient care activities during an influenza pandemic could protect these individuals from exposure and limit the spread of disease. However, this practice could expose individuals at lower risk from influenza exposure to a greater extent than they would have been if genotype was not used to determine work assignments and therefore may be unacceptable to some employees. Moreover, this practice would limit employee autonomy, and some employees might have concerns about genetic privacy or the potential use of genetic test results to limit employment opportunities. Current state and federal genetic privacy laws prohibit HCO A from mandating this type of genetic testing. In the future, these considerations may be overridden in the face of a public health emergency caused by a severe influenza pandemic.
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Abstract

CRISPR/Cas9 is a rapidly developing gene editing technology that will soon have many clinical applications. As with many other new technologies, somatic gene editing with CRISPR/Cas9 raises concerns about equitable access to therapies by historically disenfranchised racial and ethnic minorities. We describe justice concerns related to CRISPR/Cas9, including its potential impact on historically mistreated populations through underrepresentation of minorities in genomic databases and the potential for disparate access to somatic gene therapies when they become clinically available. We then describe ongoing work that aims to address these justice concerns. We conclude by highlighting important considerations to ensure equitable access to therapies going forward, including enhancing diversity in genomic sequencing efforts, improving education and transparency, and building partnerships with underserved and socially disenfranchised communities.

Introduction

Gene editing has been possible for years with tools such as Zinc-finger nucleases and TALENs (transcription activator-like effector nucleases).1 CRISPR/Cas9 is one such adaptable and specific tool in which an RNA “guide” binds to a specific stretch of DNA and directs the Cas9 nuclease to introduce a cut in the genetic sequence. Other functional groups can be added to further alter the stretch of DNA.2,3 CRISPR/Cas9 has many potential clinical applications. The initial focus has been on cancer immunotherapy and correction of single gene disorders.4–6 For example, several teams have used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to correct pathogenic variants underlying beta thalassemia, a hemoglobinopathy.7 CRISPR/Cas9 offers multiple options to correct such defects, including changing the genetic code at the locus containing the pathogenic variant or creating an alternate hemoglobin product that can reduce severity of disease. With the
advent of CRISPR/Cas9 come new considerations of when and how this technology should be applied in the clinical setting.

A key ethical distinction in discussions of human genome editing is that between germline applications (alterations that will be passed down to future generations) and somatic applications (those that will not be passed down), which is addressed in detail in the consensus report of the International Summit on Human Gene Editing. Germline editing is controversial because of ethical and clinical risks inherent in making a genetic change that would be inherited. Although the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) have recently begun to discuss criteria for ethical germline editing, most professional societies—including the NASEM, the American Society of Human Genetics, the European Society of Human Genetics, and the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics—currently forbid germline gene editing. For this reason, this discussion will be limited to somatic gene editing only.

For CRISPR/Cas9 to be maximally beneficial to all communities—and to potentially mitigate, rather than exacerbate, health care disparities—equitable opportunities to participate in and benefit from research are paramount. This article will detail several barriers to equitable participation in and benefit from this kind of research and opportunities to overcome these barriers.

### Barriers to Equitable Participation in and Benefit from Research

**Mistrust of research.** Minority groups in the United States have repeatedly experienced unequal and unethical treatment in research, ranging from participation without adequate informed consent to forced or coerced participation in treatments and studies. This mistreatment is perhaps most notable among African Americans in light of transgressions such as those in the US Public Health Service Tuskegee Syphilis Study, but numerous other groups have experienced similar mistreatment. Scars from this mistreatment still create mistrust of the medical and scientific community, as evidenced by low enrollment rates of African Americans and other minority groups in many research studies. Furthermore, minority communities are aware of health disparities and that they often receive inferior care compared to wealthier, nonminority groups. Concerns of minority groups in the US include unjust distribution of new resources and the potential for genetic enhancements to actually exacerbate disparities. These concerns must be addressed in the enrollment phase of new trials of CRISPR/Cas9 to ensure adequate representation of minority patients and adequate protection of these historically mistreated groups.

**Underrepresentation in research.** A second barrier to equitable participation in research is underrepresentation of minority patients in genetic databases that inform future research. While the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Human Genome Project and the United Kingdom’s 100,000 Genomes Project have expanded general knowledge of the
human genome, overall there has been a lack of diversity in large-scale genome projects. Recent work estimates that only 3% of participants in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) published in the GWAS catalogue are of African descent. These studies are crucial for understanding associations between genetic variants and disease within specific populations. Without adequate understanding of the range of clinical variants, it will be harder to tailor therapies specifically to minority populations if less is known about their genomic makeup. Consequently, underrepresented minorities will likely miss out on potential gene therapy benefits.

Disparate access to research benefits. Racial and ethnic minorities in the US have very disparate health outcomes and access to health care. In this country, socioeconomic status is strongly associated with race and ethnicity, raising concerns that the benefits of gene therapy will prove unavailable to some of the neediest groups for financial reasons. Gene therapy treatments might initially be funded through research, but these are likely to be prohibitively expensive for many once commercially available. When such new therapies are introduced to the market, minority populations are less likely to have access to them. Some of this inequity in access is hypothesized to be a result of overt or subconscious racism and differential treatment in medicine. There is likely also a disincentive to participate in research if potential participants perceive that benefits of research might not be available to them, although research is needed to support this hypothesis.

Taking Steps Forward
To overcome the aforementioned barriers to minorities’ participating in and benefiting from research, the scientific community must ensure diversity in genomic sequencing, build trust and partnerships, and advocate for equitable access to emerging therapies. An early attempt to address the lack of diversity in genomic databases was the Human Genome Diversity Project, through which human genomes from around the globe were sequenced in order to better understand genomic diversity. A further step is the NIH’s All of Us research project, a national effort to enhance diversity in genome sequencing in part through partnerships with numerous hospital systems and community health advocacy groups such as the Black Women’s Health Imperative. This work and that of other organizations has promise as a step toward making clinical applications of gene editing more equitable across all populations, but further work is necessary.

Increasing diversity of genomic databases is necessary not only to produce more relevant research and clinical applications, but also to create a sense of inclusion and trust among historically disenfranchised minority communities. Establishing such partnerships in somatic gene therapy research and its clinical applications must happen on a health systems level, not just on a patient-clinician level. The duty of balancing risks and ensuring informed consent cannot solely be fulfilled by adhering to the normal human subjects protections procedures provided by institutional review boards.
Medical and research communities need to prove to the public that inclusion of minority groups in genetic research and equal access to the benefits of this research are high priorities and that opinions and concerns of minority communities are considered when designing protocols and developing new therapies. Input from stakeholder groups—both experts and laypeople—tasked specifically with considering long-term implications of somatic gene therapy for minority groups is crucial. These stakeholder groups should be assembled from communities that will face the direct risks and potential benefits of research. If a gene editing study for sickle cell disease (SCD) is conducted, for example, input should be sought from patients with SCD and from advocacy groups like the Sickle Cell Disease Association of America to promote equitable access to somatic gene therapy upon its arrival in the clinic.

**Partnerships with minority communities** must involve transparency, education of the public about gene editing and research studies design, and meticulous informed consent. The National Human Genome Research Institute has several groups dedicated to exploring health disparities in genomics along with avenues of engaging minority groups and the public. These initiatives should be expanded and serve as models for larger-scale efforts to engage minority groups and build trust. Transparency will require translating published materials of relevant studies into language interpretable by the public and making discussions of the ethics and science related to applications of gene editing available outside academic medical centers and scientific journals. The scientific community should devote resources not only to engage and educate the public but also to study the effectiveness of these interventions. The same methodological rigor that is applied to the science of gene editing must be applied to public education and dissemination of research results.

Conversations about the ethics of clinical applications of gene editing and its potential impacts on minorities have been happening for years. These conversations should continue to move into the public sphere. NIH funding is now available to study the ethics of genomics and its applications; the issues of access and justice need urgent exploration. It will be important to reach out to minority communities directly to ascertain their specific concerns. One such study, examining perspectives of SCD patients on gene editing in SCD, is already underway.

**Conclusions**

To ensure just distribution of risks and benefits of research, the medical-scientific community must foster trust and open communication with historically disenfranchised groups. Basic scientists, physicians, and health policymakers must work to ensure justice in gene therapy locally and worldwide. While gene editing poses a risk of maintaining or even widening health inequities, it could also be a tool to reduce them. One main goal of CRISPR/Cas9 somatic gene therapy can and should be its use as a form of preventive medicine to address specific racial and ethnic disparities in health outcomes. Toward this
end, researchers and clinicians must continue to act as educators, builders of community partnerships, and advocates for just and equitable access to these new technologies.
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STATE OF THE ART AND SCIENCE
What Precision Medicine Can Learn from Rare Genetic Disease Research and Translation
Holly K. Tabor, PhD and Aaron Goldenberg, PhD, MPH

Abstract
The goal of this article is to examine the intersections of precision health and rare diseases. Specifically, we propose 3 lessons from the last decade of applying genomics to rare diseases: (1) precision can end one odyssey and start another; (2) precise interventions can exacerbate health disparities and create other ethical dilemmas; and (3) democratization of data will transform research and translation. By studying experiences of patients with rare diseases, researchers, clinicians, and policymakers can anticipate similar challenges in precision medicine and hopefully mitigate potential harms or injustices.

Rare Diseases and Precision Medicine
More than 25 million Americans suffer from one of over 7000 rare conditions, each one of which has an incidence of 1 in 200,000 or less. The rarity of these conditions creates challenges, such as convincing agencies and companies to fund development of effective and affordable treatments, provide programmatic support, and facilitate patient interaction and support opportunities.

In contrast, precision health or precision medicine has focused on big data approaches to studying more common complex conditions such as heart disease, diabetes, and high blood pressure. The National Institutes of Health defines precision medicine as “an emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person.” While this definition does not mention disease frequency, one core aspirational goal of many precision health initiatives will be to identify smaller subgroups based either on genomic and/or socioenvironmental variation or on response to specific drug interventions. Identification of subgroups could in turn create new subcategories of common diseases that might ultimately suffer from similar research, health care, and policy challenges as “rare diseases.”

The goal of this paper is to examine the intersection of precision health and rare disease. Specifically, we propose 3 lessons from the applications of genomics to rare disease in the last decade that may be important for researchers, clinicians, and policymakers to
consider as precision health ripens and evolves to have impacts on larger numbers of individuals and populations.

**Precision Can End One Odyssey and Start Another**

Many rare disease patients and families undergoing genomic sequencing have been on extensive and lengthy diagnostic odysseys involving serial tests and clinic visits, sometimes over many years, all with the hope of identifying an etiology. In recent years, sequencing efforts have been successful at identifying known but missed diagnoses as well as novel and newly characterized rare syndromes. For rare disease patients, a genetic result can signify not only the end of a diagnostic odyssey but also the beginning of a therapeutic odyssey. Knowing the causal genetic variant(s) may provide some reproductive risk information for the patient or family members and may eliminate some prognostic uncertainty, but far too frequently it does not provide a clear therapeutic or preventative alternative. This scenario is especially challenging, since over 90% of rare diseases do not currently have an approved treatment.

This failure to identify potential therapies for rare genetic diseases is not surprising. After all, the long-term goal of rare disease genomic research is first to identify genes to target for prevention and treatment and then to develop and test effective interventions, perhaps over many decades. Unfortunately, such long-term objectives are often lost amid the pressure to provide diagnostic answers to “help” patients who may otherwise have few alternatives and to offer hope for the future. If precision health only succeeds in identifying etiological subsets of patients over the next decade and fails to develop approaches to treat them, then it risks falling far short of the many public promises being made by the government, health care institutions, and research studies. These kinds of inflated promises have long been targets of criticism in genomics and may risk undermining the public’s trust in science and in federally funded research.

Precision health can learn from the frustrations of patients with rare diseases and their families, who have transitioned from diagnostic to therapeutic odysseys. For example, the kind of research that translates into better therapies for rare diseases, such as better understanding of the natural history of a rare disease or even testing therapeutic targets in clinical trials, can be significantly hindered by lack of sufficient statistical power (due to smaller numbers and the broader geographic distribution of potential patients) and paucity of funding. Precision health research that identifies rare genotypes or genetic variants can run into similar problems when researchers try to translate large population data into clinical research on “rare” groups. Researchers and clinicians can and should be more transparent and forthcoming about the timelines for the realization of the full promise of precision health approaches. They can develop empirically based advice for “the newly rare” who may benefit in the future from targeted therapies but who will likely have to wait a long time to do so. Laws like the Orphan Drug Act, which supports rare disease research, might need to be expanded to include increased resources for
newly discovered rare genotypes. There is also increased interest in new approaches to clinical trials that include smaller samples, or even so-called *N*-of-1 trials, which can help to promote research on therapeutic targets for rarer conditions and genetic variants.\(^{11}\)

**Precise Interventions Might Exacerbate Health Disparities and Create Ethical Dilemmas**

Even if expectations that precision health would discover effective treatments for specific subsets of people are fulfilled, challenges might not end for patients and families. One example is the recent approval of nusinersen for the treatment of *spinal muscular atrophy* (SMA), a rare recessive neuromuscular condition that is the most common cause of infant death in the United States. Nusinersen is a “miracle” to many because it seemingly stops progression of SMA in patients across subtypes and severities of disease and prevents death when administered early enough in infancy.\(^{12,13}\) Despite these spectacular results, the advent of treatment for a previously untreatable condition has resulted in substantial challenges. In particular, there have been significant barriers in ensuring access. Because it is administered intrathecally, limited numbers of facilities and clinicians can safely administer the drug and provide follow up care.\(^{14,15}\) The astronomical cost of $370 000 per year for life (after $750 000 in the first year) is insurmountable for many, especially since insurance coverage seems to vary by region, insurance company, and individual symptom profiles.\(^{14,15}\) There are several other innovative SMA therapies in the drug development pipeline,\(^{16}\) and consequently patients and clinicians are unclear about what advice to take or to give about the relative benefits and risks of as yet unproven alternatives that might be even more “precise.”

Treatment with nusinersen for SMA is just one of several recent examples of innovative targeted and precise therapies based on genetic diagnosis that have had implications for patients beyond effectiveness. High-cost and high-risk interventions that are available primarily to those with power, money, and access will likely exacerbate existing health disparities and potentially exacerbate the burdens of specific diseases or disease risks. As precision health evolves, researchers, clinicians, and policymakers will need to develop strategies for proactively identifying some of these ethical challenges in therapeutic translation as well as policies and guidance to mitigate adverse impacts of successful precision-based therapies.

**Democratization of Data Will Transform Research and Translation**

Historically, genetic data have been available to a minority of patients: only those referred to a clinical geneticist for testing, who receive only confirmed and clinically actionable or reproductively meaningful results. In the last 5 years, however, there has been a revolution in the democratization of genetic data that has been initiated at the intersection of rare disease research and clinical care. The most publically reported example is the story of Cristina and Matt Might and their successful efforts to identify the cause of their son’s rare condition through a combination of enrolling in traditional research and networking with similar families through social media.\(^{17,18}\) Similarly, Karen
Park and Peter Lorentzen used social media to identify other families with the same genetic variants of uncertain significance and with similar phenotypes as their son, ultimately culminating in the identification of the gene causing their son’s condition.¹⁹,²⁰ In these ways, the patients themselves used their genetic data to transform the model of genetic research and gene discovery and shift the balance of power away from researchers and towards patients and families.¹⁸

This shift has not been limited to rare or previously undiagnosed conditions. Other small patient subgroups have successfully used social media to leverage their communities, transforming the role of participants in research and accelerating the timeline of therapeutic translation. For example, the ALK Positive organization started as a Facebook support group for people affected by nonsmall cell lung cancer who have rare somatic mutations of or rearrangements in the anaplastic lymphoma kinase gene (ALK).²¹ After connecting more than 700 patients from around the world, the organization has expanded its mission to promote fundraising and grant making for research on the development of specific precision interventions for this population and is currently undergoing its first grant review cycle.²²

These rare disease examples of patient empowerment and democratization of data provide important signposts for the future of precision health. When larger numbers of patients open the Pandora’s box of their genomic data, they can use this information to demand influence on the research agenda in order to maximize its potential impact for the conditions they share and for the genetic and etiologic subgroups to which they belong.¹⁸ The democratization of data could prove beneficial by increasing participant enrollment in and the statistical power of studies for the development and testing of new therapies.

On the other hand, democratization of data and empowerment of patients may have both negative and positive consequences for individual patients. For example, someone with lung cancer may be seen as ineligible for some kinds of treatment or research because she is part of the roughly 5% of nonsmall cell lung cancers with an ALK gene rearrangement.²³ Instead of being one of many with a common condition, lung cancer, she is one of a small number with a rare genetic etiology. Membership in such a small group could make the patient one of the “forgotten few,” because hers is not a large enough population to merit pharmaceutical or federal research investment in drug development. Yet as one of the potentially “chosen few” who could benefit from targeted treatments, she could be eligible for enrollment in specific clinical trials or for reimbursement of specific kinds of effective, if expensive, drugs. While rare disease patients and families are well acquainted with such challenges, those with common diseases targeted by precision health may not be aware of or expecting them. There is a critical need to study the clinical experiences of rare disease patients as new therapies
are developed and implemented in order to maximize the benefits of data democratization while minimizing the harms of potential marginalization.

Maximizing the Potential of Precision Medicine

In conclusion, understanding the experiences of patients, families, researchers, clinicians, and policymakers in rare disease is critical to the success of the enterprise of precision health. For precision health to realize its full potential, better approaches must be developed to leverage small groups of individuals and their data at every stage of the translational pipeline, including screening, prevention, and intervention. Rather than thinking “big” and common in their scope, practitioners of precision health research and treatment will have to think small and rare and be proactive in anticipating challenges and mitigating what would otherwise be unanticipated consequences.
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STATE OF THE ART AND SCIENCE
Targeted Dosing as a Precision Health Approach to Pharmacotherapy in Children with Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Anava A. Wren, PhD and K. T. Park, MD, MS

Abstract
As clinicians have begun to provide targeted pharmacotherapy for children with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), several ethical challenges have arisen. In this paper, we review 3 challenges related to applying a precision health approach to pediatric IBD populations: selection of a disease monitoring method, pharmacotherapy optimization, and economic considerations in clinical decision making.

Precision Health Approaches for Pediatric Patients with Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Over the past several years, there has been increased attention directed towards precision health in pediatric medical care. Precision health is particularly relevant when considering how to manage pediatric chronic disease and, specifically, how to personalize medical care that considers children’s unique needs. Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is an example of a pediatric chronic illness for which precision health is particularly valuable.

IBD, consisting of Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, is an autoimmune condition affecting the gastrointestinal tract. This disease process is marked by periods of disease flares (eg, intractable bloody diarrhea, marked weight loss and growth failure, debilitating abdominal pain, fatigue) and remission. The primary treatment for IBD in both children and adults consists of immune suppressive medications, nutritional support, and abdominal or colorectal surgery when necessary.

Patients who are diagnosed with IBD during childhood often have a more severe disease course than patients who are diagnosed during adulthood. Enduring periods of relapsing and remitting disease from a young age can lead to significant functional limitations (eg, not able to go to school or work) and poor quality of life throughout patients’ lives. When considering precision health in this vulnerable pediatric population with IBD—for example, for differential diagnosis or prognostication—the central focus should be a more targeted approach to immune suppressive pharmacotherapy that limits the opportunity loss described above and supports health gains throughout a child’s life.
The current Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approach to pharmacotherapy for pediatric IBD is a one-size-fits-all dosing strategy in which drug dosing and guidance are extrapolated from adult trials. This approach is problematic and raises ethical concerns because pharmacokinetic data in children suggest that they have significantly different dosing needs than adults. Yet drug approvals for children remain stagnant, and off-label use is the norm for most medications prescribed to children. Specifically, there is a lack of pediatric clinical trial data from phase 2 and 3 drug trials, resulting in data from adult studies informing best-guess drug dosing of adult-only approved medications in clinical care for children.

Targeted pharmacotherapy is increasingly recognized as a preferable treatment approach as it accounts for differences in children’s genes, environment, psychosocial functioning, and lifestyle. However, ethical challenges arise when clinicians apply a precision health approach to pediatric IBD by adopting targeted dosing strategies. This article outlines 3 key ethical challenges: choice of disease monitoring method during targeted pharmacotherapy, optimization of targeted pharmacotherapy, and economic considerations in targeted pharmacotherapy.

First Challenge: Choice of Disease Monitoring Method during Targeted Pharmacotherapy

When applying a precision health approach to pediatric IBD patients undergoing pharmacotherapy that suppresses the immune system, choosing age-appropriate disease monitoring methods is of utmost importance since off-label drug use is often standard of care. In adult IBD care, monitoring disease by endoscopy with mucosal biopsies is the best method to optimize health outcomes. In pediatric IBD care, repeated endoscopy is not feasible given the repeated general anesthesia requirement. Since the gold standard in IBD treatment is to visualize healed mucosa by endoscopy, pediatric IBD specialists need to judiciously recommend endoscopy at strategic points in care (eg, at diagnosis or when changing therapies) and rely on the best approximation of endoscopy (ie, blood tests, stool markers, disease activity scores) to make decisions about targeted pharmacotherapy.

The primary ethical challenge facing pediatric IBD specialists is the equipoise of risk versus benefit of repeated endoscopies in children (and associated complications including adverse neurological effects of repeated general anesthesia during early childhood). The risk versus benefit tradeoff is often patient-specific and cannot be generalized to the entire pediatric IBD population. The clear benefit of endoscopies is precision and accuracy in assessing true disease burden and the associated confidence in treatment decisions. While noninvasive blood and stool monitoring tests are available, they are less precise and pose challenges. For example, consistent adherence to stool collection for fecal calprotectin levels (a potentially accurate surrogate for endoscopy) can be impractical for children.
Another important ethical question relates to reliance on patient-reported outcomes in children for purposes of monitoring treatment effects for targeted pharmacotherapy. While patient-reported outcomes provide valuable information about the patient experience and IBD symptoms, reliance on patient-reported outcomes is inherently subjective and has been shown to be an imprecise measure of mucosal-level inflammation. The challenges associated with patient-reported outcomes can be seen clearly when considering abdominal pain. Complaints of abdominal pain in youth are often indicative of active disease and chronic inflammation. However, more than a quarter of youth experience recurrent abdominal pain during disease remission that is not related to inflammation. Thus, patients’ reporting of abdominal pain on patient-reported outcomes could reflect an active IBD flare or pain related to non-IBD causes (eg, irritable bowel syndrome, hypersensitivity, functional abdominal pain). Solely relying on patients’ reporting of abdominal pain for disease monitoring raises ethical concerns as it can result in increased and unnecessary interventions (eg, endoscopies, ionizing radiographic tests) and pharmacotherapy (eg, opioids or escalating use of steroids and biologics). Exposing children to such treatments can result in negative health outcomes such as adverse neurological effects of anesthesia, including developmental and behavioral problems, and increased risk for future opioid misuse. Given these challenges and risks, it is important for clinicians to actively listen to and validate patients’ experiences and reporting of physical symptoms while not solely relying on patient-reported outcomes to guide IBD treatment decisions when applying a precision health approach.

Second Challenge: Optimization of Targeted Pharmacotherapy

Once a child has been diagnosed with IBD or disease activity progresses, initiating or escalating treatment is warranted. Infliximab (IFX) is the mainstay therapy to achieve remission in pediatric and adult populations with IBD. As highlighted above, pediatric dosing is based on adult clinical trials. However, pediatric IFX dosing needs often exceed recommended dosing guidance. For example, reliance on adult dosing in children with Crohn’s disease can lead to less than 41% probability of adequate drug exposure. Such significant discrepancies in drug clearance profiles between children and adults can result in early drug failure and worse outcomes for children with IBD.

Choosing the correct pharmacotherapy and targeting pharmacotherapy in an evidence-based way is critical to ensuring appropriate patient care aimed at optimizing future health gains. Early modification of IBD through targeted pharmacotherapy can potentially lead to a milder disease course later in life. Conversely, inadequately treated disease during childhood can potentially lead to more refractory disease during adulthood. The ethical challenge arises when dosing guidance by governing bodies, including the FDA, is based on populations (ie, adults) that are inherently different than the treated population (ie, children), as is the case with IFX. Using guidelines that do not promote best quality care for pediatric IBD populations and that potentially lead to
negative long-term health outcomes poses a significant conundrum for clinicians. There is a significant need for more IBD pharmacotherapy trials (eg, of IFX) with pediatric IBD populations to address ethical concerns—namely, beneficence—that arise when large-scale trials on the safety and efficacy of IBD pharmacotherapies do not include children.

**Third Challenge: Economic Considerations in Targeted Pharmacotherapy**

In today’s era of biologics, IBD therapies have become increasingly effective but costly. Prior to the advent of biologics like IFX, cost-effective IBD care was traditionally focused on containing acute care costs, such as frequent hospitalizations and emergency department visits. Currently, however, the cost of these deliverables is outpaced by the cost of pharmacotherapies. Approximately half of all costs for Crohn’s disease are attributed to medications. Since children endure worse disease severity and need early immune-modifying therapies, pediatric patients with IBD are more expensive to treat than adults. The incidence of pediatric-onset IBD has also increased and is higher than previously anticipated. For these reasons, applying targeted pharmacotherapy to pediatric IBD patients can lead to high costs for patients, families, and hospital systems.

Given the increasing demand for biologics and rising health care costs, appropriate IBD treatment has come under scrutiny. Finding the right drug and dose for an individual patient must balance the clinical appropriateness of the medication against the likely cost to the patient and society. While precision in monitoring and dosing is more difficult without consensus-driven outcome measures (ie, repeated endoscopy) and pediatric clinical trial data, overtreating or undertreating pediatric IBD has long-term consequences, often for both the individual and society.

Clinicians sometimes face the ethical challenge of altering pharmacotherapy strategies based on whether a patient has commercial insurance or Medicaid. Health systems are well aware of what commercial payers will reimburse and what Medicaid will not. When expensive therapies that are not covered or not covered fully under Medicaid are started for patients with Medicaid, health systems invariably lose money. Reimbursements from private insurers subsidize the therapy plans of those patients who have inadequate insurance coverage. Some clinicians are aware of the intricate bidirectionality of revenue streams, which may factor into pediatric IBD clinical decision making. Prioritizing hospital revenue and society over the individual (eg, not using biologics on children with Medicaid due to lack of reimbursement) runs the risk of undertreating vulnerable populations of children, leading to inadequate disease management and worse longer-term health outcomes. An important future direction would be to assess the extent to which economic considerations factor into pharmacotherapy decisions among pediatric IBD specialists. This data would support further discussion between clinicians and hospital systems about the ethical challenges related to targeted pharmacotherapy and how to provide the best quality care to pediatric IBD patients while protecting all parties from financial harm.
Resolving Ethical Challenges for Pediatric IBD Patients

In summary, children with chronic diseases such as IBD are vulnerable, and in an effort to provide precision health to them, numerous ethical considerations arise that highlight the opportunity for individual-level and system-level improvement. Children with IBD are not small-sized adults, and clinical endpoints of therapy using age-appropriate, noninvasive methods of disease monitoring are urgently needed. Extrapolation of drug dosing guidance from adult IBD data can lead to a suboptimal, one-size-fits-all approach for children that can impair pharmacotherapy effectiveness, affect long-term outcomes, and raise safety concerns. Finally, economic considerations are increasingly a part of clinical decision making that will require patient-centered discussions and systematic thought from all stakeholders.
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POLICY FORUM: PEER-REVIEWED ARTICLE
Should NASA Collect Astronauts’ Genetic Information for Occupational Surveillance and Research?
Rebekah Davis Reed, PhD, JD and Erik L Antonsen, PhD, MD

Abstract
Humans exploring beyond low-Earth orbit face environmental challenges coupled with isolation, remote operations, and extreme resource limitations in which personalized medicine, enabled by genetic research, might be necessary for mission success. With little opportunity to test personalized countermeasures broadly, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) will likely need to rely instead on collection of significant amounts of genomic and environmental exposure data from individuals. This need appears at first to be in conflict with the statutes and regulations governing the collection and use of genetic data. In fact, under certain conditions, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) of 2008 allows for the use of genetic information in both occupational surveillance and research and in the development of countermeasures such as personalized pharmaceuticals.

What Is the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act?
Anticipating the rapid development of genomics and its implications for both use and misuse, in February of 2000, President William J. Clinton signed Executive Order (EO) 13145, which prohibited genetic discrimination in the federal workplace. The EO barred discrimination based on genetic information, while allowing federal employers to conduct genetic testing for use in occupational surveillance and in other human research conducted under the Common Rule. Eight years later, in 2008, the passage of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) extended the EO’s protections beyond the federal government to the general public and beyond employment to health insurance. Ten years after the passage of GINA, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has just begun to seriously engage with genomics as a means to understand and mitigate the health consequences of space flight.
GINA’s protections are broad: it prevents employers from using genetic information for hiring, firing, or promotion decisions and for any decisions regarding terms of employment. In the context of the human spaceflight program, GINA prevents NASA from collecting and using genetic information to determine whether an applicant will be selected to become an astronaut and whether an astronaut is qualified for assignment to a particular mission.

Although genetic information cannot legally be used to determine eligibility for employment, it is likely to become critical for some types of occupational surveillance and for mitigating some occupational risks. Genetic research is becoming critical to understanding differences in patients’ responses to treatments and to predicting individuals’ responses to targeted therapy, tasks made more complex when the goal is to understand and protect workers from negative health impacts of occupational environments. Despite more than 7 decades of human spaceflight, NASA astronauts work in a unique and poorly characterized environment. With limited opportunities to test personalized countermeasures before sending humans on a 2-year trip to Mars, NASA will need to rely instead on collection of significant amounts of genomic and environmental exposure data from individual astronauts.

Collecting genetic information for the purpose of occupational surveillance appears at first to be in conflict with statutes and regulations governing the collection and use of genetic data just discussed. In fact, under certain conditions, GINA allows for use of genetic information in both research and occupational surveillance and in developing countermeasures such as personalized pharmaceuticals.

**Application of GINA to NASA**

NASA currently collects little genetic information about astronauts, but it is actively exploring how genetic information might improve understanding of health risks of spaceflight and mitigate those risks. As applied to NASA, GINA governance of collecting genetic information is complicated by the fact that NASA does not fit neatly into any of the categories defined in GINA; rather, NASA plays several roles. NASA is an employer that makes employment and flight selection decisions; it is a clinical care provider insofar as it provides primary care and health maintenance to the active astronaut corps, ongoing surveillance of former astronauts, and flight medicine support during training and flight; it performs occupational health surveillance and wellness promotion by monitoring and characterizing the influences of space environment hazards on crew and seeking to train and prepare crew members appropriately; and it is a research organization that performs fundamental and applied research to understand—and develop countermeasures to minimize—unique harms of the spaceflight environment, such as toxic radiation and microgravity exposure. NASA is permitted to collect genetic information in the course of providing clinical care, providing occupational surveillance and protection, and doing research to ensure the health and safety of future explorers.
This collection process must be consistent with the statutory requirements of GINA as well as those of the Privacy Act of 1974, which defines government obligations to protect personal information in federal records; the Common Rule, which establishes ethical requirements for human subject research; and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guidelines, which mandate how employers must protect workers’ health.

**NASA’s Collection of Genetic Information for Research**

GINA’s rules do not limit the authority of a federal department or agency to conduct or sponsor occupational research or other health research under the Common Rule. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) federal regulations, which interpret GINA, state that GINA should be construed so that it does not “limit the authority of a Federal department or agency to conduct or sponsor occupational or other health research.”

The astronaut corps is a unique employee population. Small in number and highly visible in the public eye, astronauts face special challenges maintaining the privacy and confidentiality of their data. NASA’s policy on genetic research recognizes these challenges and places significant restrictions on how genetic information gathered as part of research is used and shared. Participation in genetic research is voluntary, and NASA is keenly aware of the potential for actual or perceived coercion in an environment of limited flight opportunities. As a result, NASA maintains rigorous informed consent processes overseen by the NASA Flight Institutional Review Board (IRB). Control over access to retrospective data is maintained by the Lifetime Surveillance of Astronaut Health (LSAH) advisory board, which is delegated authority from the system of records administrator.

One recent and well-publicized example of genetic research on astronauts is the Twins Study, an ambitious research program using personalized medicine techniques to discern individual responses to long-term exposure to a spaceflight environment. The Twins Study is the first of its kind and compares the molecular profile of a pair of identical twins, Scott and Mark Kelly, one current and one former astronaut, while one spent a year in space and the other remained on Earth. The study is a series of 10 separate studies that attempt to link genetic, epigenomic, proteomic, and metabolomics data at a molecular level to whole-body and brain function at a macroscopic level. Insights gained from this research are expected to inform how NASA defines its occupational surveillance needs and its approach to countermeasures for mitigating risks of spaceflight. Because of the very small sample size of the study and the highly identifiable nature of both subjects, there was no option that would protect their privacy and preserve the confidentiality of their health information. The twin who flew in space during this study—the first US 1-year crew member—retired from NASA shortly after his flight. As a result of all these factors, NASA’s ability to demonstrate its capacity to protect research data from improper use was not tested.
NASA’s Collection of Genetic Information for Occupational Surveillance

Unlike the voluntary nature of their participation in research, crew cannot opt out of occupational surveillance, which is part of the provision of health care. Occupational surveillance differs from research governed by the Common Rule. The Common Rule defines research as “a systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.” Occupational surveillance, intended only for use within NASA to inform its understanding of the hazards associated with human spaceflight and to develop countermeasures against those hazards, does not meet this criterion. Genetic data collected as a part of NASA’s occupational surveillance must be properly safeguarded to ensure its storage and use in accordance with GINA and the Privacy Act.

As a part of occupational surveillance, GINA allows employers to collect genetic information to monitor biological effects of toxic substances in the workplace. The space environment, an astronaut’s workplace, contains inherently dangerous conditions such as exposure to radiation and microgravity. For instance, the US Department of Health and Human Services’ Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry classifies ionizing radiation as a toxic substance. Collecting genetic information to monitor the impact of the hazardous space environment on astronauts and in ground analogs is consistent both with GINA’s allowance for collecting genetic information for occupational surveillance and with the toxic substances exemption from OSHA’s general prohibition on collecting genetic data.

The EEOC and GINA specify that employers may only acquire genetic information for use in monitoring biological effects of toxic substances in a workplace under specific conditions. Under GINA, an employer must provide written notice of monitoring to the employee, and the employee must be informed of the monitoring results. An employer may not retaliate or otherwise discriminate against employees due to their refusal to participate in genetic monitoring, and employees must give prior knowing, voluntary, and written authorization. Finally, an employer may only obtain results in the aggregate. Currently, NASA has not begun collecting genetic information for genetic monitoring. It is likely, however, to do so in the near future. Compliance with GINA will be feasible in all respects except one: aggregation of data.

NASA collects health data on individual employees, and it is responsible for the Privacy Act systems of records in which employees’ clinical and research data are stored. By definition, NASA would have access to genetic information collected from individually identifiable astronauts. The small number of astronauts and the importance of understanding individual genetic differences make it difficult to aggregate and anonymize genetic information. In our view, applying the GINA requirement for aggregated data would limit NASA’s authority to conduct occupational and health
research and thus would be invalid as applied to NASA’s occupational and health research activities. Because of the small number of astronauts and the necessity of matching an individual’s genetic information to that individual’s specific exposures, such as time in space and radiation events, once NASA begins collecting individuals’ genetic information, the data cannot be both aggregated and useful for identifying health impacts from the hazards of spaceflight and for developing countermeasures.

NASA can maintain safeguards currently in place that segregate clinical data from research data and regulate processes of selecting and qualifying crew for flight assignments. Access to clinical and research health records are moderated through several NASA boards that make need-to-know determinations for identifiable records, ensure that proper consent is obtained if data is used for research purposes, and verify that NASA’s epidemiologists have anonymized data sufficiently to allow its release to requestors. These same processes could be used to ensure that genetic information is logically segregated from other health data in electronic health records and not released for purposes of making medical qualifications for flight decisions. NASA has already removed questions relating to family medical history (which is considered genetic information) from its astronaut selection processes. NASA can also implement privacy measures that would protect astronauts from discrimination.

**Genetic Information as a Part of Occupational Health**

GINA and EEOC regulations also support collection and use of genetic information for health care delivery and apply to NASA as the primary health care provider for the astronaut corps. GINA’s prohibitions against requesting or collecting genetic information do not apply to employers that offer health or genetic services, provided such services “are reasonably designed to promote health or prevent disease.”15 NASA’s Flight Medicine Program is an occupational health program designed to identify and treat injury and illness resulting from occupational exposures during training and spaceflight, maintain optimal health and performance of NASA’s astronauts, and support development of measures to counter long-term health effects of space flight. Thus the program meets the OSHA regulatory exemption from the general prohibition on collecting genetic data for employers that offer health services designed to promote health and prevent disease.12 Currently, NASA’s flight medicine program does not collect genetic information other than family history, which supports clinical care. Once it begins to collect genetic data, those data will become part of an astronaut’s health record and part of the system of records discussed above. Those data, like all clinical data, are available for use in treating individual astronauts and for occupational surveillance of the astronaut corps as a whole. Like genetic data collected for research, these data are also walled from consideration for flight selection purposes.

Genetic information will be critical to protecting crew members’ health as NASA moves from low-Earth orbit to planetary exploration missions. Personalized countermeasures
developed through efforts like pharmacogenomics will be necessary as NASA sends humans on multiyear missions with fully autonomous medical systems and no resupply or medical evacuation capability. For example, general medication safety and efficacy is highly variable among patients in space. The European Space Agency recently found that individual response to roughly one-third of drugs currently available on the International Space Station is affected by polymorphic metabolizing enzymes. This finding suggests that tracking and using individual astronauts’ genetic information could lead to a significantly more effective and personalized pharmacy for future exploration missions. Personalized pharmacies will minimize the chance of providing ineffective medications to crews unable to access alternative medications due to the remote nature of their missions. Since exploration missions will be extremely resource constrained, allowing NASA to fly only the most effective medications for the assigned crew will make room for a broader onboard formulary.

As mentioned, GINA generally prohibits employers from receiving genetic information collected for the purpose of providing care, except in the aggregate. However, there is a specific exception for circumstances that make data aggregation impossible, such as when the number of subjects is so small that information is readily identifiable with no effort on the employer’s part. Criteria for this exception are met in the case of astronauts. For reasons discussed above, it would be impossible to aggregate data and accord the regulatory exception. As a result, we believe that NASA may properly collect individualized genetic data for clinical purposes. Even so, NASA may only use collected data for activities not prohibited by GINA, such as the provision of health care, occupational surveillance and research, and development of countermeasures—not for astronaut selection or flight assignments.

Protecting and Treating Astronauts While Avoiding Discrimination
As NASA looks to expand the reach of human exploration to Mars and beyond, human health will be one of the most significant risks to mission success. As a result, expanding the frontiers of human exploration is closely tied to expanding the frontiers of medicine. Exploring Mars and someday beyond our solar system will require advanced autonomous medical capabilities and personalizing medicine to respond to needs of individual crew members in their unique work environments. Genetic information and research is critical to enabling these advances and to protecting the health of future explorers. NASA’s particular challenge arises in striving to meet its ethical and legal obligations to each astronaut whose genetic information will be collected. As a primary care provider, employer, and research investigator, NASA will need to create appropriate information and policy structures to ensure that genetic information is used to protect and treat members of the astronaut corps, not to discriminate against them unjustly.
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POLICY FORUM
What Should Oversight of Clinical Decision Support Systems Look Like?
Emily L. Evans, PhD, MPH and Danielle Whicher, PhD, MHS

Abstract
A learning health system provides opportunities to leverage data generated in the course of standard clinical care to improve clinical practice. One such opportunity includes a clinical decision support structure that would allow clinicians to query electronic health records (EHRs) such that responses from the EHRs could inform treatment recommendations. We argue that though using a clinical decision support system does not necessarily constitute a research activity subject to the Common Rule, it requires more ethical and regulatory oversight than activities of clinical practice are generally subjected to. In particular, we argue that the development and use of clinical decision support systems should be governed by a framework that (1) articulates appropriate conditions for their use, (2) includes processes for monitoring data quality and developing and validating algorithms, and (3) sufficiently protects patients’ data.

Learning Health Systems and Patient-Centered Care
The increasing adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) and other technological advances allowing for routine collection of patient-generated data contributes to the infrastructure needed to transform health systems within the United States and abroad into learning health systems. A learning health system has been defined by the National Academy of Medicine (NAM) as one “in which science, informatics, incentives, and culture are aligned for continuous improvement and innovation, with best practices seamlessly embedded in the delivery process and new knowledge captured as an integral by-product of the delivery experience.”

The ability to leverage routinely collected data, both within and across health systems, holds promise for improving the organization and quality of care delivered to patients and for informing diagnostic, treatment, and other decisions based on patients’ needs and individual characteristics. For example, some have argued that clinical decision support systems leveraging data aggregated from patients with similar clinical presentations could be designed to provide real-time, point-of-care feedback to help inform personalized treatment choices. However, a number of scientific, ethical, and regulatory
questions remain regarding development and use of such clinical decision support systems for the purpose of making treatment recommendations.

In this paper, we focus on the question, What constitutes appropriate regulatory oversight of clinical decision support systems? We argue that while use of these systems does not necessarily constitute a research activity subject to the Common Rule, development and implementation of these systems requires a greater level of ethical and regulatory oversight than is generally applied to activities of clinical practice or other health systems-level decisions about care delivery. In particular, ethical and regulatory oversight should ensure that (1) conditions for use of these systems (including adherence to evidence-based approaches) and the basis for the recommendations they generate are appropriately articulated, (2) systems rely on validated algorithms and address issues of data quality, and (3) sufficient privacy protections exist for patients whose data are used.

**Applicability of Regulatory Oversight Requirements for Human Subjects Research to Clinical Decision Support Systems**

Within the United States, the Common Rule provides the primary framework for ethical and regulatory oversight of federally funded biomedical and behavioral research involving human subjects. The Common Rule defines types of research activities subject to regulations; these definitions draw heavily on the distinction between research and treatment articulated in the Belmont Report. Under the Common Rule, research is defined as "a systematic investigation, including research development, testing, and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge." The tenability and utility of this distinction—and the resulting research and clinical oversight practices—are increasingly challenged by activities within learning health care systems, which cannot be classified exclusively as either research or practice. However, much discussion around the need for a new ethical and regulatory framework has focused on reducing barriers to research activities rather than on strengthening oversight of clinical practice activities. Amid debates about how to address “overprotection” of research participants, concerns persist about comparable lack of oversight for clinical practice and risks to which patients are exposed.

A clinical decision support system that allows clinicians to query EHRs to inform individual point of care treatment recommendations (hereafter referred to as CDS-EHR) would generally not be considered research under the Common Rule’s definition and would, therefore, not be subject to federal regulation. The objective of a CDS-EHR is not to produce generalizable knowledge but rather to provide a specific recommendation to a clinician and patient regarding appropriate treatment options. The use of this system has more in common with traditional “static” clinical prediction models (CPMs) and other decision tools currently used in clinical practice to inform treatment recommendations (eg, the Framingham Risk Score). A CDS-EHR simply applies previously developed
algorithms to existing data for the purpose of generating one-off estimates of potential risks and benefits of interventions under consideration by a clinician and a patient at the point of care. Development and validation of such a CPM might constitute research under the Common Rule, as might the evaluation of outcomes for patients whose treatment choices were informed by the use of these systems.

A CDS-EHR is better understood as what Faden et al. describe as a “learning activity,” namely, an activity that involves integration of clinical care delivery with the objective of learning how to improve clinical practice or health care delivery. Oversight of learning activities requires a framework that establishes conditions and governance for ensuring their sound scientific and ethical conduct.

Oversight Approaches for Clinical Decision Support Systems
To date, there have been several efforts to clarify appropriate oversight mechanisms for clinical decision support tools. For example, the 21st Century Cures Act identifies 4 conditions that must be met for clinical decision support software to not be defined as a device regulated by the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA); the FDA has also issued draft guidance to clarify the agency’s interpretation of those 4 conditions. Broadly, a CDS-EHR would be excluded from FDA regulation as a device if (1) it is intended for displaying, analyzing, or printing medical information, including information about a patient (e.g., test results); (2) it is intended to support or provide recommendations to health care professionals about prevention, diagnoses, or treatment of medical conditions; (3) health care professionals are able to independently review the basis for such recommendations and do not rely primarily on the CDS-EHR in making treatment recommendations for an individual patient; and (4) it does not acquire, process, or analyze information from diagnostic devices.

Regardless of the status of CDS-EHRs with respect to current (or pending) regulatory requirements or proposed voluntary guidance, we argue that transparent and responsible use of CDS-EHRs requires adherence to a set of baseline requirements.

First, CDS-EHRs are largely meant to aid in the decision-making process and should not be the sole source of information used to inform a clinical decision. Therefore, it is imperative that clinicians understand the basis of recommendations generated and the appropriate conditions for using the software, including that recommendations generated are not meant to replace existing guidelines. In particular, CDS-EHR software should be transparent about sources of patient-specific information and sources of clinical information or decision rules (e.g., guidelines) used to generate recommendations. When possible, the CDS-EHR software should also describe levels of certainty or reliability of recommendations and their clinical rationale. Finally, clinicians using CDS-EHRs should have sufficient expertise to make the clinical decisions in question without the software and adequate time to consider generated recommendations in the context...
of other clinically relevant information, including guidelines. Clinicians should also inform patients of how they arrived at their recommendations and how patients’ data might be used in generating recommendations for other patients.\textsuperscript{10}

Second, oversight is also needed to ensure that development, validation, and upkeep of a CDS-EHR adhere to best methodological practices. The need to adhere to best methodological practices, and not simply standard software validation practices, reflects pervasive concerns about how clinical prediction models are developed and validated.\textsuperscript{11,12}

There are several issues that should be addressed as part of this oversight. First, the quality of data used to develop a model must be carefully examined. For example, despite opportunities presented by access to increasing amounts of EHR data, such data can be incomplete, inaccurate, or otherwise unfit for use in research, including in developing CDS-EHRs.\textsuperscript{12} Second, all methods used to develop models, no matter how sophisticated, have limitations; their potential impact on the validity and reliability of the models and of resulting treatment recommendations should be assessed. Third, models developed using data from one particular population might not produce valid and reliable recommendations when used in different patient populations without appropriate recalibration procedures.\textsuperscript{12} Fourth, a CDS-EHR is not self-sufficient; once implemented, oversight is required to ensure its upkeep and evaluation.

Finally, insofar as a CDS-EHR actively queries an EHR system at the point of care, the recommendations generated can reveal protected health information (PHI) to clinicians, particularly in cases of rare diseases or small patient populations. (Even when recommendations are based on aggregate data, the relevant comparison group might be so small as to result in inadvertent disclosure of PHI.) Depending on the level of detail a clinician shares with a patient regarding a treatment recommendation’s underlying rationale, such information could also be inadvertently revealed to a patient being treated. As with other activities in a learning health system, oversight of CDS-EHRs is needed to ensure sufficient privacy protections for patients whose data are used as part of the system.

Oversight of CDS-EHRs with respect to these baseline requirements requires identifying (or creating) the institution(s) with the appropriate independence, expertise, and enforcement capabilities, especially for systems not defined as devices subject to FDA regulations. A national independent body is needed to ensure appropriate use of these systems by clinicians and to establish and monitor adherence to standards for data quality and model validation. Whether an existing federal agency is adequately positioned to assume this role or whether a nongovernmental agency should be charged with this responsibility requires further deliberation. Local hospitals or health care systems, however, might be sufficient for ensuring patient privacy.
Improving Oversight to Ensure Patient-Centered Care

While a CDS-EHR is not research as defined by the Common Rule, we argue that such systems constitute learning activities that should be subject to appropriate oversight. Although CDS-EHRs hold great promise for informing patients’ and clinicians’ point-of-care decision making by leveraging large amounts of routinely generated data, they could result in increased risk of harm to patients (e.g., inappropriate treatment recommendations, privacy breaches). Therefore, it is imperative that CDS-EHRs be developed using high-quality data and valid and reliable models. It is also imperative that clinicians are informed about appropriate use of CDS-EHRs, that they sufficiently understand the recommendations generated, and that the privacy of patients’ data used by such systems is adequately protected.

Efforts to improve oversight of CDS-EHRs should also consider where oversight authority should be situated. Regardless of which agencies are charged with oversight, we believe that compliance with oversight policies or regulations should be required rather than voluntary, especially since individuals and organizations developing these systems can be influenced by incentives not always consistent with improving outcomes for patients. Systems developers, methodologists, clinicians, patients, and other health care stakeholders should be involved in efforts to inform development of appropriate policies and methodological standards for developing, validating, and maintaining CDS-EHRs to ensure high-quality, patient-centered care.
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POLICY FORUM

How Could Commercial Terms of Use and Privacy Policies Undermine Informed Consent in the Age of Mobile Health?

Cynthia E. Schairer, PhD, Caryn Kseniya Rubanovich, MS, and Cinnamon S. Bloss, PhD

Abstract
Granular personal data generated by mobile health (mHealth) technologies coupled with the complexity of mHealth systems creates risks to privacy that are difficult to foresee, understand, and communicate, especially for purposes of informed consent. Moreover, commercial terms of use, to which users are almost always required to agree, depart significantly from standards of informed consent. As data use scandals increasingly surface in the news, the field of mHealth must advocate for user-centered privacy and informed consent practices that motivate patients’ and research participants’ trust. We review the challenges and relevance of informed consent and discuss opportunities for creating new standards for user-centered informed consent processes in the age of mHealth.

Privacy and Informed Consent in the Age of Mobile Health
Mobile health (mHealth) refers to the use of technologies such as smartphone apps or wearable sensors to monitor health. In the past decade, there has been increasing enthusiasm for the role of mHealth in promoting precision medicine and learning health systems. However, there are significant risks to collecting, transmitting, and storing personal health data that experts and the public alike have been slow to recognize. Current news about the sheer amount of data shared or sold by health technology companies and by platforms like Facebook, the lack of transparency about these activities, and the many possible malicious uses of these data have sparked a “techlash” reflecting public unease about many technologies central to mHealth research and clinical care. In the current climate, demonstrating a clear and consistent commitment to the tenets of informed consent will be more important than ever for conscientious scientists and health care practitioners who wish to maintain the trust of participants and patients involved in mHealth studies or clinical interventions.
Informed Consent in mHealth

Whether used for precision medicine research, health-related citizen science, N-of-1 studies, or clinical care, mHealth tools pose challenges for the process of obtaining meaningful informed consent from users. The sensitivity and value of health information, along with the complexity of mHealth ecosystems, create unique privacy risks that are difficult to foresee and understand. The risks are wide ranging and can include insurance discrimination based on data from mHealth technologies integrated into workplace wellness programs, inadvertent invasion of privacy of family members or other “bystanders” with collection of data in home environments, compromising community safety (as in military presence recently revealed by the Strava app), and political manipulation through profiling based on health data, which has the potential to be far more personal than Facebook posts. In many mHealth contexts, use of remote consent can exacerbate communication difficulties, especially if traditional informed consent forms are simply migrated to remote platforms. Improvements to the informed consent process, such as Sage Bionetworks eConsent for the Apple ResearchKit Parkinson mPower study, rely on researcher initiative and commitment to implement such innovations.

Among the many challenges to informed consent in mHealth, the problem of reconciling commercial terms of use with informed consent is perhaps most pressing for the field. Compared to most commercial contexts, the Common Rule and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) set high standards for the protection of patient and research participant data in medical settings. However, cost effective applications of mHealth technologies in medical care and research depend on bringing apps and devices developed in commercial contexts into medical settings. Maintaining a high standard of privacy protection in research and health care utilizing mHealth technologies will require attention to important differences between informed consent and commercial terms of use documents—specifically, differences in readability, content, and the protections afforded. We argue that the principles that underlie informed consent should guide professionals who adopt mHealth technology as they seek to maintain transparency and protect the interests of mHealth participants and patients. If legitimate health research and care are to incorporate these tools, health professionals and their institutions must work to promote transparency and public trust by addressing the challenges to informed consent. We point to opportunities for institution-based researchers to lead the way in this effort.

Ubiquity of Commercial Terms of Use and Privacy Policies

The unique obstacle for mHealth with respect to informed consent is that users—whether research participants, patients, or “lifeloggers” (people who digitally record all aspects of their lives)—are nearly always required to agree to terms of use of the underregulated commercial entities supplying mHealth devices and services. Typical terms of use for commercially developed apps and devices, including those used in
research, include lengthy legalese and may stipulate the release or selling of personal identifiable data,\textsuperscript{9,10,21-24} thus representing a significant departure from the principles of informed consent. Moreover, in medical settings, institutional review boards (IRBs) often require clear and explicit language stating risks—including risks to privacy—as well as statements of how confidentiality will be protected, but there is a challenge in reconciling IRB-approved informed consent documents with the terms of use set forth by commercial entities.\textsuperscript{25}

While some researchers might have the resources and expertise to develop their own devices or apps, in most cases mHealth researchers will make use of commercially available tools for their studies. In these cases, researchers broker a relationship between study participants and the company supplying the technologies or acting as the first point of collection for the data. Thus, they are put in the position of requiring that participants accept commercial terms of use as a condition of study participation, thereby subjecting participants to any risks related to those terms. Furthermore, the number of required documents proliferates for each sensor, smartphone, app, or data service used. For example, a study led by the senior author (CSB) required participants to agree to up to 5 different terms of use documents in addition to an IRB-approved informed consent.\textsuperscript{26} Requiring participants to review such a large number of agreements makes it less likely that they will be able to devote the necessary energy to understand the content before consenting, rendering such consent “uninformed” rather than informed. In theory, this situation could be an opportunity for researchers to protect participants from questionable consumer contracts or commercial use of their data, either by subjecting commercial terms of use to IRB review or by negotiating with companies to create more user-centered terms of use. In practice, however, IRBs may or may not have adequate resources or expertise to thoroughly evaluate these terms. In addition, companies may resist changes to these terms as they are designed to limit their legal exposure and protect their commercial interests. The burden of convincing companies to incur the potential liability and expense of altering terms of use cannot be borne by individual researchers or clinicians,\textsuperscript{27} and hence this task requires collective action.

**Continued Importance of Informed Consent in the Age of mHealth**

The tradition of informed consent will serve as an invaluable resource for the field of mHealth as it faces the challenge of protecting user interests in privacy and transparency. Maintaining public trust and willingness to engage with new technologies is, after all, essential to realizing the power of mHealth to improve both individual and population health.

Studies of attitudes toward data sharing indicate that people prefer to be asked for permission to use their data in research, especially when health information is involved.\textsuperscript{5,28-31} A recent survey showed that 68% of users of digital self-tracking
technologies said they would share personal health information “if privacy were assured” and 67% felt anonymity was “very” or “extremely” important. Another survey found that respondents across generations were concerned about health privacy, contrary to popular assumptions about millennial disinterest in privacy. While it might be assumed that early adoption of health technologies is coupled with a disinterest in privacy, a qualitative study of privacy attitudes among early adopters of personal wearable sensors and health apps demonstrated that members of this group placed a value on personal data privacy and expressed the desire to control their personal data. Such findings underscore the importance of notification about data uses and consent in maintaining relations of trust when asking for personal health information.

The European Union’s (EU’s) new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is another indication of current interest in protecting privacy and in transparent consent. The GDPR requires that, in most commercial situations, contracts present explicit opportunities for signers to consent to the collection and use of any personal information. Furthermore, the GDPR demands that requests for consent be legible and accessible, that the purpose of collecting data be stated, and that consent be obtained at the point of data collection and be easy to withdraw. While not law outside of the EU, the GDPR reflects some common expectations about privacy and has the potential to become an international gold standard for individuals concerned about their personal privacy.

**Opportunities to Promote Informed Consent and the Protection of Privacy**

In our view, the challenges we have raised are best approached as opportunities for health care and research institutions seeking to leverage mHealth technologies to lead the important work of creating user-centered informed consent procedures.

The first step for those who wish to incorporate mHealth into medical research or clinical practice is to be aware that commercial data collection, transmission, storage, access, and use are underregulated and not standardized. For this reason, researchers and physicians should take the opportunity to be savvy consumer advocates when selecting the products they recommend and keep in mind that commercial partners typically use collected data for their own purposes. As an example, Fitabase, a company that serves as a bridge between academic researchers and Fitbit, a company that makes devices and apps to monitor fitness-related metrics, suggests that researcher-initiated strategies for protecting privacy such as creating anonymous Fitbit accounts with limited demographic data, not collecting GPS data, and maintaining a schedule for deleting data could be worthwhile.

Ultimately, though, what is needed are strategies to ensure that data-sharing practices are safe and transparent without limiting the potential of mHealth tools to improve health. The GDPR is one attempt to reign in current unregulated activities through a comprehensive law, but the strategies the GDPR uses are similar to, and perhaps more
stringent than, HIPAA and the Common Rule, which some argue strangle 21st century US medical research.\textsuperscript{37} In an attempt to facilitate research, recent changes to the Common Rule have expanded exemptions for informed consent.\textsuperscript{6,7} but expanding exemptions may become an increasingly unpopular option for mHealth research as the public becomes more concerned about privacy in relation to consumer devices and apps. Other ideas include individualized or granular consent\textsuperscript{38} or adopting “opt out” policies in certain contexts such as learning health care systems where the potential benefits of mHealth research for collective health may outweigh the importance of individual autonomy. Finally, Evans\textsuperscript{39} has suggested a model of health data commons—new systems of governance that would allow individuals to lend their health data to research as part of a collective that would democratically set the terms for data use. All these approaches are ways to reinvent informed consent. Even the innovation of a data commons would not be the lack of consent—individuals would make the choice to join or leave the collective—but rather the opportunity to collectively negotiate the terms of that consent.

The national Precision Medicine Initiative project, All of Us, may be well situated to lead in creating user-centered terms of use for mHealth users. All of Us aims to enroll “one million or more people living in the United States” in the largest precision medicine cohort study to date.\textsuperscript{40} Participants will be asked to contribute information via mHealth platforms in addition to genetic material and survey responses. The wide reach, resources, and scale of All of Us affords a unique opportunity for the cooperating institutions to negotiate with commercial partners for terms of use that meet stricter standards for both the presentation of informed consent documents and the data handling practices they use. This goal might be accomplished, for example, by creating a consortium of mHealth researchers working under the umbrella of All of Us to purchase products and services together under conscientious privacy policies designed to minimize data sharing among commercial partners. At present, we are not aware of any such coordinated efforts. Whatever policies and practices are developed by All of Us could serve as a model for smaller precision medicine projects as well as set a standard for handling mHealth data in any context.

**Conclusion**

Leaders in health care and research who seek to leverage mHealth technologies should draw upon the strength of informed consent as they face the challenge of managing unique privacy risks to users. For research participants and patients, informed consent expresses an exercise of autonomy and choice and is a symbol of professionals’ good faith to handle personal data with integrity and transparency. Informed consent can strengthen trust in relationships across research and clinical practice, and therefore research and health care institutions should seek opportunities to promote and develop better systems of consent and oversight in the age of mHealth.
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HISTORY OF MEDICINE
Why Does the Shift from “Personalized Medicine” to “Precision Health” and “Wellness Genomics” Matter?
Eric T. Juengst, PhD and Michelle L. McGowan, PhD

Abstract
Efforts to conceptualize the application of human genomics to health care have displayed an evolving set of translational research goals. Under personalized genomic medicine, the aim was to individualize treatment and empower patients to take more responsibility for their own health. With the rise of interest in expert interpretation of multifactorial risk stratification, emphasis shifted to giving clinicians better tools and more authority to use them under the rubric of precision medicine. The statistical nature of risk stratification, in turn, led to the movement’s importing public health goals and expanding its scope to precision prevention at the population level. Today, the confluence of precision medicine and precision prevention in precision health is leading to wellness genomics aimed at achieving goals beyond health care entirely. Each of these reorientations suggests important ethical questions for the medical community.

Introduction
A century ago, American medical intellectuals and public health pioneers were galvanized by the prospect that newly deciphered laws of heredity would revolutionize their efforts to improve the population’s health. They called their approach eugenics. Fifty years later, eugenics had come to signify scientific racism, coercive reproductive policies, and the politicization of medicine. Both its goals of “preserving the germ-plasm” from the degradations of miscegenation, immigration, and feeble-mindedness and its methods for “breeding better humans” were repudiated as bad science and worse medicine.1 Instead, the scientific literature of the 1960s was full of enthusiasm for the new biology inspired by the recently deciphered molecular genetic code, and technophilic physicians looked forward to the dawn of a genetic medicine that could use “genetic engineering” to do for stubborn constitutional conditions what germ theory and antibiotics had done for infectious disease.2 For these physicians and scientists, the hope was that techniques for cutting and splicing DNA molecules would allow genetic diseases like sickle cell anemia to be reinterpreted as “molecular diseases” and that new “gene therapies” could be devised to tackle them at the molecular level.3
But even as the first human gene transfer trials got underway to mark that dawn in 1990, it was clear that a genetic medicine aimed at compensating for rare Mendelian disorders like sickle cell anemia would only address a tiny fraction of the population’s health problems. Instead, the attention of the molecular biology community turned to the promise of mapping and sequencing the whole human genome to provide a new paradigm for health care in general, based on a finer-grained understanding of individual genetic variation. Its promoters and architects dubbed this vision personalized medicine and predicted that it would set the course for medical progress into the future by allowing physicians to tailor pharmaceutical interventions and lifestyle prescriptions to each patient’s unique genomic profile and thereby empower patients to take more responsibility for their own health.

But as the rush to market personalized medicine directly to consumers underscored, the promises of “personalization” also came with caveats for clinicians suddenly faced with patients wielding uncertain and limited information about their genomic profiles. As a result, by 2013, the luster of personalized medicine was waning for the genomics research community that had promoted it. The label that leaders of the genomics community rapidly switched to in the titles of articles, conferences, and institutional programs was precision medicine, both because it reemphasized the need for professional judgment and because it opened up the prospect of taking genetic risk stratification beyond the individual patient to the population level. Subsequently, with the emergence of precision public health and precision prevention aimed at using genomic and environmental data to address population-level health disparities, many began extending the reach of human genomics beyond patient-based clinical medicine into public health and health promotion contexts under the label of precision health. Furthermore, today in the commercial sector we see services promoted under the banner of wellness genomics to indicate an interest in using genomic data to improve our understanding of perfectly normal human traits with the goal of enhancing our lives beyond managing health risks.

As labels for particular visions of what the science of human genetics and genomics might contribute to human welfare, the use of the terms “eugenics,” “genetic medicine,” “personalized medicine,” “precision medicine,” “precision health,” and “wellness genomics” reflects the progression of a long conversation between basic scientists, physicians, and the larger society. Each successive term represents an effort at ethical and scientific course correction in response to the pitfalls of the preceding model. Although applied human genomics entails a very different set of social practices than applied human genetics under eugenics, each vision has been celebrated in its day by both science and medicine as the wave of the future, and all share a common commitment to scientific meliorism—ie, the conviction that the primary goal of human genetic research is to promote human welfare.
A century from now, will precision health and wellness genomics be used as eugenics is today, to label ideas and programs that critics find morally wrongheaded and socially dangerous? It depends entirely on how these labels are interpreted and applied by the rising generation of physicians and public health planners. We do not yet know how things will go, but we can pick up some clues to possible directions through the connotations of the very names themselves. Like most labels, all the names that have been coined for the practice of applying genetic knowledge to human problems connote tacit values, goals, and assumptions that shape how their proponents think and act.

In this essay, we illustrate this thesis by reviewing three critical rebranding episodes in contemporary genomics: the recent transition from personalized to precision medicine, the ongoing transition from precision medicine to precision health, and the incipient transition from precision health to wellness genomics. Just as genetic medicine reclaimed applied human genetics from the ideological biases of eugenics by giving it traditional medical goals and personalized medicine marked a moral emphasis on individual patients’ responsibilities, so each of these shifts within genomics highlights a different set of ethical commitments that will be important to monitor as the field matures.

From Personalized to Precision Medicine
To distinguish the anticipated health benefits of genomic research by a term that was remote from both the historical shadow of eugenics and the relatively mechanical metaphors of genetic engineering, a wide range of translational genomic researchers, medical institutions, and commercial entities turned to personalized genomic medicine to describe their translational goal in the first decade of the 21st century. As the name suggests, the idea was that genomic profiling would empower individuals to take more control over—and responsibility for—their health by clinicians’ provision of individually tailored genetic health risk assessments that they could use to guide treatment, prevention, and lifestyle choices.7

Unfortunately, neither the methods of genetic research nor the realities of clinical genomics fit very well with this laudably patient-centered vision. First, genomic science could not individualize prescriptions because the health risks associated with individuals’ genetic variants are always population-level risks based on stratifying patients into different statistical subgroups. Furthermore, the amount and complexity of statistical information that genome-wide screening and sequencing generate makes it difficult for individual patients to assimilate and interpret, which risked simply encouraging patient confusion rather than empowering more responsible health-related decisions. As a result, critics argued that the rhetoric of personalized medicine overpromised the potential of genomic information to provide individualized health recommendations that clinicians and patients could meaningfully use to manage health outcomes.8,9 In the face of widespread exploitation of the language of individual empowerment by commercial
genetic testing companies, scholars defended the role of professional judgment as an argument for keeping genomics within the purview of the clinic as opposed to abdicating it to direct-to-consumer applications.

As a result of these challenges, almost immediately after personalized medicine was declared a “revolution” in medical thinking, the application of genomics to medicine was reconceived by the leaders of the genome research community as a feature of a new movement called precision medicine. Discussing the National Research Council report that introduced the new label, genome scientist Maynard Olson wrote, “I think ‘personalized medicine’ was perhaps a useful rubric with which to launch this activity, but it sends a misleading message—actually both to ourselves and the broader community.” Precision medicine was intended to contextualize genetic health risks by integrating large amounts of data from multiple sources to identify causal factors that might influence health. Interpreting this information sensibly requires even more professional involvement than an individual genomic scan, making claims to patient empowerment even more hollow in this context. Indeed, “precision” carries very different connotations than “personalization” as to whom this approach is intended to empower, since in common parlance precision equipment is designed to be used by experts, not amateurs. If precision medicine primarily provides tools for physicians, it is clear that clinicians should bear more responsibility for making decisions about their use.

This shift in ethical priorities was reflected in the first round of professional policymaking debates about the clinical use of genomic sequencing related to opportunistic clinical identification and disclosure of genetic risk markers without specific patient consent. In giving health care professionals authority to disregard or avoid soliciting patients’ preferences about identifying and disclosing their genetic risks, precision medicine seemed to be creating new social responsibilities for patients to be accountable to their health care professionals’ recommendations.

**From Precision Medicine to Precision Health**

Dogging the heels of precision medicine are efforts by public health officials and health care institutions to rebrand the biomedical uses of translational genomics as a feature of precision health. This move is driven by precision medicine’s commitment to correlating genomic data with information about people’s lifestyles, environments, and communities and its subsequent need to shift applications from individual patients to the populations to which they belong. Of course, health sciences—such as epidemiology, environmental health science, and health behavior—elucidate extra-genetic health risks and have traditionally been concerned with protecting and promoting the public’s collective health rather than with individuals’ medical treatment. The movement’s incorporation of population sciences has led to the emergence of new banners—precision prevention, precision public health, and precision health—that allow this aspirational goal to translate easily between individual and population levels. By applying the tools of precision medicine to disease prevention and early identification of risk,
proponents argue that “precision prevention” then may be useful in using both science and limited resources for targeting prevention strategies to subsets of the population.”

The reorientation of translational genomic research towards public health goals raises two particularly important professional ethical and social policy questions. The first is the danger of interpreting information about genetic variation across populations in ways that reinforce culturally situated or politically constructed social categories like race, ethnicity, and nationality. For example, a recent National Institutes of Health initiative seeking to use genetic variation data to address health care outcome disparities defined the “disparity populations” of interest entirely in terms of racial and ethnic categories, implying that these categories rest on underlying genetic differences between the groups. Not only does this definition risk reifying group identities in ways that might exacerbate social tensions, but it also risks misdirecting attention from important social determinants of health such as poverty, education, and nutrition. These dangers are reflected in the widespread promotion of translational genomic research as an approach to reduce health disparities between different subgroups in the population, when in fact these disparities are driven by social determinants of health.

The second danger posed by the adoption of public health goals for translational genomics flows from the logic of prevention itself. Traditionally, early preventive interventions have been seen as the most efficient and effective forms, and the goal of public health research has been to identify interventions that allow people to avoid exposure to the causes of morbidity entirely. When these causes are interpreted as genetic variants, this logic has historically been understood to prescribe interventions that prevent the intergenerational transmission of “pathogens,” just as infection control measures prevent horizontal transmission of pathogens. Although we now criticize the authoritarian practices and punitive attitudes this logic supported during the eugenics movement, the temptation to think about genetic health problems as “vertically transmitted infectious disease” and to attribute preventive responsibilities accordingly continues to appear irresistible to some influential health policy and bioethics scholars today. But how to prevent genetic health problems without recreating the authoritarian practices and punitive attitudes we still criticize in the historical eugenics movement is unclear.

From Precision Health to Wellness Genomics?
Finally, another trend under the precision health banner has been to bring what translational genomic research learns about population-level variation back to individuals through prescriptions for health promotion and wellness beyond the management of disease risk. As goals for health applications of genomic research have turned to “wellness,” living “longer lives,” and “thriving,” the domain of applied genomics expands again, this time beyond the range of traditional health care. This expansion is fueled by rising scientific interest in identifying genetic variants associated with
phenotypes at the superlative end of our species’ functional range to better understand and support human biology when everything is working particularly well. These beneficial genetic variants include those linked to unusual resistance to disease, alleles associated with above-average longevity and good health, and genetic predictors of high levels of physical and cognitive performance.

In animal research settings, gene editing technologies are being used to actively enhance desirable traits, which means that medicine and society might soon face an interesting conundrum: once we discover which variants are not just “benign” but associated with especially high levels of functioning, why not extend the use of human gene editing beyond the preventive goal of reducing the incidence of problematic variants to offer individuals opportunities for genomic optimization, even if they go beyond what is typical for our species?

From one perspective, taking people beyond the normal range of functionality seems like the very definition of genetic enhancement, which science policy bodies like the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) continue to eschew as a morally problematic use of human gene editing techniques. On the other hand, enabling individuals to acquire resistance, for instance, against HIV infection through CCR5 gene editing seems very much like the moral equivalent of developing an HIV vaccine. If, like the NASEM, we include strengthening the body to resist disease as a medically appropriate form of prevention, then any gene editing research aimed at inserting variants associated with phenotypes at the desirable extreme of health-related functioning—such as superlative immune response, outlier tissue regeneration capacities, or world-class tolerance for environmental toxins—might be legitimized if those variants were understood to be more protective against disease than their normal versions. In fact, might not human gene editing aimed at inducing unusually acute sensory abilities, cognitive capacities, prolongevity, and exceptional strength and endurance also be counted as “strengthening human capacities to resist disease,” as long as these phenotypes can be shown to have preventive potential?

The marketplace is already populated by the scores of wellness genomics labs that currently offer commercial testing for putative beneficial genetic variants—from exceptional HIV resistance to athletic talent—and their financial future is said to be bright. As bona fide precision health research provides more reliable genomic predictors of exceptional capacities, the philosophical gray zone between prevention and enhancement that they will accentuate in current policy thinking about the limits of gene editing will be increasingly important to understand and address. If the paternalistic emphasis of precision medicine, the essentialism of precision prevention, and the perfectionism of wellness genomics go unnoticed and unchecked, precision health risks becoming merely another step on the road towards a new eugenomics that society could come to regret.
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ART OF MEDICINE

The Precision Portrait
Samuel Rodriguez, MD and Nick Love, PhD

Abstract
The Precision Portrait is a mixed-media portrait illustrating the future of precision medicine and its ethical challenges.

Figure. The Precision Portrait, Close-Up View
Caption
The portrait foreground features a child, represented in buttery oil paint with enumerable brushstrokes and subtleties in color. This hand-painted portrait sits atop an aluminum
digital illustration depicting lab values, DNA sequences, EKG strips, and excerpts from a health record. With ever more clinical data at our disposal, new tools can help improve decision making and craft targeted approaches for the care of each patient. *The Precision Portrait* seeks to remind current and future physicians that our patients are more than collections of data to be input into the next machine-learning algorithm. Each data point represents a grandmother, a teacher, an artist, or someone’s child.

**Samuel Rodriguez, MD** is a pediatric anesthesiologist and educator in medical humanities at Stanford University School of Medicine in Stanford, California.

**Nick Love, PhD** is a medical student at Stanford University School of Medicine in Stanford, California. He has a background in mixed-media fine arts, and his work has appeared in numerous exhibitions and publications.
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ART OF MEDICINE
Kaleidoscope
Audrey Gray, MD, MPH

Abstract
This image seeks to iteratively represent themes related to the availability of life-saving and life-threatening medications. The photograph also suggests the importance of several ethical questions.

Figure. Kaleidoscope

Media
Digital photograph.

Caption
This image seeks to iteratively represent themes related to the availability of life-saving and life-threatening medications. Today there are many medications available for
previously deadly diseases, such as immunotherapy for cancer, dozens of HIV drugs, and ever more blood thinners for a host of cardiac issues. However, many of these drugs are out of reach for the average person. For example, medication for hepatitis C costs tens of thousands of dollars per patient. Treating hepatitis C can prevent deadly sequelae in the infected person and prevent spread of the infection to others, and there are public health benefits to society at large. But who shoulders the price of the drug? Most cannot afford such an expensive medication. All budgets are finite, though, so who decides which individuals get treatment? Which ethical guidelines should guide such decisions? Should drug companies be allowed to charge so much for this treatment?

Another ethical issue suggested by the photograph has to do with the abundance of potentially life-threatening medications, such as opiates. The US is in the midst of an opioid epidemic. More than 100 people died daily from opioid-related drug overdoses in 2016, and more than 11 million people misused prescribed opioids that year. How do we balance the needs of some patients in pain against the needs of those misusing opioids? We, as members of the medical profession, contributed to this crisis. How can we best serve addicted patients? In medicine, we do much more than just prescribe pills. Yet the ethical issues surrounding access to medications, or lack thereof, influence our prescribing practices.
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PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Graphic Medicine and the Limits of Biostatistics
Sathyaraj Venkatesan, PhD and Sweetha Saji, MA

Abstract
Increasing reliance on statistics for treatment and clinical risk assessment not only leads to the reductive interpretation of disease but also obscures ambiguities, distrust, and profound emotions that are important parts of a patient’s lived experience of illness and that should be regarded as clinically and ethically relevant. Enabling critique of the limitations of statistics and illustrating their hegemonic impact on the patient’s experience of illness, graphic medicine emerges as a democratic platform where marginalized perspectives on illness experiences are vindicated. Through a close reading of two carer narratives, Mom’s Cancer (2006) and Janet & Me: An Illustrated Story of Love and Loss (2004), we illustrate how graphic pathographies represent experiential features of illness that are obscured by overreliance on statistical data.

Statistics in Clinics and Comics
“Your survival rate is 10%!” the oncologist pronounced after a quick glance at the pathology report of our friend. Although the physician was objectively stating our friend’s chances of survival, it had a paralyzing impact on us. Five years has passed since his diagnosis of lung cancer; today, our friend is a successful entrepreneur and a motivational speaker inspiring thousands of cancer patients with his survival saga. In retrospect, the physician’s statistical assertion inspired dread in him and all those who were close to him each day. Today, we are relieved that reality was far different from those figures. It was during this span of 5 years of uncertainty that we came across a website called graphicmedicine.org as well as numerous other online sources about illness and survival. The website featured several comics that boldly explored those aspects of illness and health care that physicians and the medical system at large don’t convey to patients.

The increasing reliance on and ritualistic use of medical statistics for treatment, risk assessment, and other related purposes not only leads to the reductive interpretation of disease but also obscures the ambiguities, distrust, fear, and profound emotions that are important aspects of a patient’s lived experience of illness. In Illness as Narrative, Ann Jurecic characterizes such a chasm as “a fundamental incompatibility” between personal experience of illness and statistically mediated measurement. Through critiquing and
exposing the limitations of statistics and illustrating their hegemonic role and impact on patients’ experience of illness, graphic medicine—the intersection of comics and health care—emerges as a democratic platform where marginalized perspectives on illness experiences are vindicated. Although several text-based illness narratives document the private psychosomatic sufferings of patients and caregivers, as we have written elsewhere, “the structural singularity and formal affordances of the comics medium” that extend into “the subjective realities of sufferers” make graphic medicine unique.2

In reading graphic pathographies, we have been intrigued by several passing references to the impact of biostatistical data on patients. For instance, in Emily Steinberg’s 2014 webcomic on her medical experience of infertility, Broken Eggs,3 the physicians guarantee the success rate of an infertility clinical trial and coerce her to undergo treatment, promising her that “it worked 70% of the time.”3 Despite repeated failures, the author is made to suffer various treatments until she is squarely categorized as “damaged goods.”3 Her resentment is encapsulated in her repetition of the physicians’ remark, “you are damaged goods,” and in her crouched posture. Here, not only does the physicians’ obsessive reliance on success rates generate false hope in Steinberg, but also their unsympathetic response to her clinical status demeans her personhood to “goods.”

In this article, we do a close reading of two cancer narratives written by caregivers, Brian Fies’s Mom’s Cancer (2006)4 and Stan Mack’s Janet & Me: An Illustrated Story of Love and Loss (2004),5 in order to expose the medical establishment’s obsessive reliance on statistics and to further illustrate how graphic pathographies intimately convey the patient’s and family’s experience of illness, which is not captured by statistics. Notably, we show that these 2 graphic pathographies function as a critique of biostatistics in that they not only demonstrate the negative impact of statistics on patients but also expose incongruities in statistics-based risk assessment. In so doing, these graphic pathographies reveal what it means to be human in the age of biomedicine.

Mom’s Cancer
In his graphic memoir, Mom’s Cancer, Brian Fies delineates his mother’s struggle with metastatic lung cancer and the practical and emotional impacts of the disease on his family using the affordances of comics. “The Five Percent Solution” particularly illustrates the emotional impact of statistical information on Fies’s mom (whose name is Barbara). The physician’s remark on her chance of recovery after radiation and chemotherapy (“Keep it up and you’ll be one of the five percent who makes it!”4) induces emotional turmoil and perturbation in mom, signified by mom’s depiction as silent during the drive home from the physician’s office, followed by her expressing a sudden profusion of frantic doubts over the phone, such as “What did she mean by ‘five percent’?,” “Does that mean five percent from now?”4 Fies’s illustrations following the oncologist’s statement about mom’s 5% chance of recovery capture the anxiety and despair that we experienced more than 5 years ago in the oncologist’s cabin when the 5-
year survival rate in the US for stage IV nonsmall cell lung cancer was less than 5%. The horror and disbelief with which mom accepts the news that only 5% of the people with her diagnosis survive drowns her in conflicting emotions of contentment and trepidation, provoking Fies to comment thus: “her strength floats on a fragile bubble of hope and confidence” that could easily burst.

Fies conveys the intensity of mom’s bewilderment in a single-panelled page of her shaved head against a dark background with her mouth agape and tears rolling down her face (see figure 1). Her raised eyebrows and disbelief (“five percent?!”) express her desperation to know whether she is among the 5% who will survive. Although she had been drawing strength from “a bit of deliberate ignorance,” Fies recollects how the physician’s invocation of statistics had been “very demoralizing” (written communication, March 24, 2018). Validating the individual patient’s experience, graphic pathographies not only concretize intangible emotions but also constitute an affective language.

Although statistics such as survival rates are based on observations, analysis, and calculations, they erase the individual’s identity, undervalue the existential and visceral dimensions of illness experience, and leave patients and families constantly vexed about the patient’s chances of survival.

_Figure._ Excerpt from _Mom’s Cancer_

© 2006 Brian Fies. Reprinted by permission of Brian Fies.

**Janet & Me**

_Janet & Me: An Illustrated Story of Love and Loss_, published 2 years before _Mom’s Cancer_, also delineates the determinative role of statistics and their impact on the patient’s experience of illness. In so doing, the memoir expresses skepticism about physicians’ overreliance on population-based statistics, which may, in many instances, prove wrong in individual cases. For instance, Laura, the physician, unrestrainedly follows the 70% success rate of the chemotherapy drug trastuzumab and prescribes it for treating Janet’s breast cancer. Although Laura describes the drug as “the wave of the future,” suggesting the medicine’s potential to destroy cancer cells, it does not cure Janet. Elsewhere, Mack remarks that the new drug, despite its ineffectiveness, has exhausted Janet’s energy and subsequently worsened her physical condition. If the drug’s 70%
success rate gave Janet false hopes, the news of our friend’s 10% chance of survival had a devastating impact that plagued us throughout the course of 5 years. Physicians’ and the medical establishment’s overreliance on statistics for prescribing and prognosticating reduces patients to specimens in a clinical trial.

**Lessons from Graphic Pathographies**

In their defense of the subjective experience of illness via verbal-visual codes, graphic pathographies validate individual experience. Graphic pathographies characterize the experience of illness as a complex movement between doubt and hope, anxiety and comprehension, thereby challenging the completeness and absoluteness of statistics, such as recovery rates. The above-analyzed graphic pathographies taking the form of comic vignettes critique overreliance on biostatistics not only through illustrating their material and emotional implications but also through imagining a result at least as extreme as the one statistically prognosticated. While *Mom’s Cancer* delineates the impact of survival rates on mom, which alters her perception of life and death forever, *Janet & Me* illustrates the physician’s obsessive reliance on statistics at the cost of individual lives. Fies attests to the unavoidable impact of statistics on patients when physicians “confuse groups with individuals” (written communication, March 24, 2018). He observes that responsible physicians, on the other hand, would regard statistics to be meaningful for populations but not individuals. Rather than being oriented to fulfil their ethical duty to disclose every fact about a patient’s illness, Fies argues that, in practice, “physicians and others have to gauge how much their patients will understand and whether that understanding will help or hurt their treatment” (written communication, March 24, 2018).

Graphic pathographies such as these inform physicians about the need to contextualize statistics better and to communicate more effectively and empathetically with patients. While both memoirs acknowledge the importance of biostatistics, they also attend to the undue reliance on statistics for treatment and risk assessment; after all, as Jurecic reminds us, “survival cannot be completely explained or accounted for by statistics.”1 In essence, graphic medicine exposes the negative effects of statistically arbitrated notions of health and illness by conveying a patient’s affective experiences of the (un)certainty of life.
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Abstract

A significant proportion of elderly and psychiatric patients do not have the capacity to make health care decisions. We suggest that machine learning technologies could be harnessed to integrate data mined from electronic health records (EHRs) and social media in order to estimate the confidence of the prediction that a patient would consent to a given treatment. We call this process, which takes data about patients as input and derives a confidence estimate for a particular patient’s predicted health care-related decision as an output, the autonomy algorithm. We suggest that the proposed algorithm would result in more accurate predictions than existing methods, which are resource intensive and consider only small patient cohorts. This algorithm could become a valuable tool in medical decision-making processes, augmenting the capacity of all people to make health care decisions in difficult situations.

The Case for an AI-Assisted Autonomy Algorithm

In this article, we argue that artificial intelligence (AI) can be used to mine data from electronic health records (EHRs) and social media in order to predict an incapacitated person’s preferences regarding health care decisions. The argument proceeds in three steps.

We first show that a significant proportion of patients do not have the capacity to make health care decisions and motivate the search for a reliable mechanism to predict patient preferences. We describe the triple burden that incapacity creates: the ethical burden upon health care systems to respect the wishes of these patients; the emotional burden upon surrogates to make difficult decisions; and the economic burden upon society to fund investigations and treatments that the incapacitated patient would have declined.
The second part of the argument concerns existing tools to identify patient preferences. We discuss the literature on identifying patient factors that predict patient treatment preferences and then suggest that AI will lead to a step change in our power to predict these preferences. We sketch how existing AI technologies could integrate data mined from EHRs and social media in order to estimate the confidence of the prediction that a patient would consent to a given treatment. We call this computational process—which takes data about patients as input and derives a confidence estimate for a particular patient’s predicted health care-related decision as an output—the autonomy algorithm.

In the third section, we consider some ethical issues raised by this approach. First, an autonomy algorithm must be interpreted with caution: simply because we can be confident that a person would choose treatment X, it does not follow that this person should choose X. The second point is more hypothetical: if increasingly massive data sets enable the autonomy algorithm to offer very high levels of predictive accuracy, should AI replace human decision makers, regardless of a patient’s decision-making capacity?

It is concluded that an AI-assisted autonomy algorithm, if thoughtfully implemented and judiciously used, could offer some relief from the aforementioned triple burden posed by incapacitated patients: it could lead to improved respect for autonomy, reduced burnout of surrogates, and economic gains for society. However, we must tread carefully in the implementation of the proposed technology and remember that algorithms function as decision aids, not dictates.

Decision-Making Capacity and Surrogate Decision Making
Decision-making capacity consists of the ability to understand the information related to a decision, to appreciate its significance, to reason about the costs and benefits of different courses of action, and to communicate the decision one has made. Although thinkers use terms such as “understand,” “appreciate,” and “reason” in a variety of ways, in broad terms this is the definition accepted by the medical community.\(^1\)

Incapacity is no small problem: estimates suggest that more than one-third of elderly and psychiatric hospital inpatients lack decision-making capacity.\(^2,3\) Moreover, in one study, health care professionals failed to identify incapacity in 42% of cases.\(^4\) When clinicians do correctly identify a patient without decision-making capacity, the evidence suggests that they often fail to match their treatment plan to the patient’s preferences.\(^5\) Reasons for this disconnect are multifactorial and include clinicians’ difficulty in synthesizing information about the patient and cognitive biases at work in the hospital environment.\(^6,7\)

Making life-and-death decisions for incapacitated patients takes a considerable toll upon clinicians, as studies indicate an association between end-of-life decision-making and health care professional burnout.\(^8,9\) Involving family members or patient surrogates in
the decision-making process, however, is no panacea. Surrogates predict patients’ preferences incorrectly in roughly one-third of cases, typically projecting their own wishes onto the patient concerned.\textsuperscript{10,11} Moreover, many surrogates experience subsequent stress and mental health problems, with the effects sometimes persisting for years.\textsuperscript{12} One proposed solution to this problem is the advance directive or advance care plan. The ethical and practical issues with these tools have been discussed elsewhere; for the purposes of this paper, we consider only patients who have not indicated advance preferences for their care.

One corollary of the difficulty in predicting an incapacitated patient’s preferences is overtreatment. Every day, patients without decision-making capacity are subjected to investigations and treatments to which they would not have consented. Indeed, unnecessary investigations and treatments are not only ethically troubling but also place undue economic strain upon already-stretched health care systems.\textsuperscript{13}

We suggest that just as AI algorithms enable online vendors to predict which products a customer is most likely to buy or which films they are most likely to enjoy, so AI could be harnessed to predict which health care choices a patient would make.

**Using Data to Make Predictions**

According to some studies, using only the base rate (ie, the proportion of all patients favoring treatment X over treatment Y) to predict a given patient’s preferences is as accurate as using a surrogate.\textsuperscript{14–16} Provided there are data sets that contain the relevant information, it follows that creating a patient preference predictor that is more accurate than a surrogate would require minimal fine tuning.\textsuperscript{17,18}

One area that has been well researched is the treatment choices made by patients with localized prostate cancer. In particular, it has been shown that younger patients tend to prefer more aggressive treatment,\textsuperscript{19} a finding echoed by other studies on preferences for surgery.\textsuperscript{20,21} Furthermore, men who are married are more likely to opt for aggressive treatment,\textsuperscript{22} and those who are more prone to risk taking prefer a watch-and-wait approach.\textsuperscript{23} Thus, for this example, one could create a regression model that takes age and marital status as input variables and yields a probability that a given patient would opt for surgery. As surrogates are no more accurate than the base rate (ie, population) preference in predicting a given patient’s preference, a model that is trained on a data set that contains the two additional features of age and marital status will likely be more accurate than surrogates. However, deriving such a model for treatment preferences for localized prostate cancer requires significant time, manpower (eg, investigators, data collectors, and statisticians), and funding because potential determinants of preference (eg, age, marital status) need to be identified, health records need to be read and coded, and statistical analyses need to be performed. Perhaps more importantly, traditional regression analysis only allows for a handful of preselected determinants to be analyzed
in one study. As a result, important predictors may be overlooked if researchers do not expect them: regression can only predict treatment choices based on the input variables given.

We propose that AI would be able to revolutionize both the availability and accuracy of predictions regarding health care decisions. Two strong assumptions, however, are required: AI must have access to population-wide electronic health records (EHRs) and these EHRs must be interpretable by AI.

Suppose a clinician wants to know if a patient would wish to undergo risky surgery that might restore his or her power of speech, which was lost due to brain cancer. A machine learning algorithm would be trained on the EHRs of patients who faced a decision about a similarly risky surgery for brain cancer but, due to the location of their tumor, were able to communicate their decision. The input vector, therefore, would include demographic indicators (eg, age, marital status, ethnicity) as well as detailed information from the EHR regarding prior health care consultations, treatments, side effects, investigations, previously expressed preferences and desires, and antecedent choices in other health-related decisions. The output would be a probability estimate that the patient would choose to have surgery.

In this way, algorithmic analyses of EHRs would be able to perform a predictive function similar to human-run studies but complete them in a much shorter timeframe, handling much larger sets of observations and analyzing a wider range of predictors. Whereas a human-run study would incur the aforementioned costs for each treatment choice that one wished to predict, an AI algorithm would only need to be developed once: each time it is given a new preference to predict (eg, type of treatment in localized prostate cancer), it uses the same logic to derive its prediction model. Already, by applying machine learning techniques to EHRs, it is possible to predict outcomes after cardiac surgery more accurately than using traditional regression analyses. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to assume that one would see the same increase in accuracy when using machine learning tools to predict patient preferences, provided the relevant data sets exists and are machine-readable.

However, the machine learning approach need not be confined to EHRs. Examining a person’s social media profile can already reliably predict his or her religious and political preferences, propensity for risk-taking behavior, and happiness. There is evidence that an algorithm analyzing only Facebook “likes” outperforms spouses in predicting a person’s personality traits. Given that personality traits also appear to predict one’s preferences regarding end-of-life treatment decisions, it follows that using data from social media in addition to data from EHRs could lead to more precise predictions regarding health care decisions than using data from EHRs alone. Suppose, for example, that machine learning detected a robust connection between “liking” the organization
Death with Dignity National Center and an expressed preference for comfort-focused end-of-life care in the general population. Then, even if an index patient made no explicit statement regarding her end-of-life treatment preferences, if she “liked” Death with Dignity, the probability would increase that she would prefer comfort-based care. What we call the autonomy algorithm takes patients’ EHR and social media footprint as input and generates a confidence estimate for a particular patient’s predicted treatment preference as an output.

**Ethical Issues**

There would certainly be benefits to an effective autonomy algorithm. In addition to increased accuracy, a computerized approach could alleviate some of the weight of making life-and-death decisions. An algorithm will not lose sleep if it predicts with a high degree of confidence that a person would wish for a life-support machine to be turned off. The surrogate who ends life-support may rest a little easier knowing that the autonomy algorithm has also concluded that this is likely what the patient would have wanted. Moreover, the autonomy algorithm is truly patient centered. While it can be trained on population-wide data sets, ultimately, it does not receive explicit input from doctors or family members regarding their thoughts on the correct medical decision; rather, it examines data provided by the patient themselves, be it implicitly through the investigations, treatments, diagnoses, and choices recorded on their EHR or more explicitly through social media activity. However, the use of an autonomy algorithm to estimate confidence of predicted treatment decisions raises some practical and ethical questions.

The first question is practical: the use of the aforementioned machine learning tools can simply reflect existing biases. In the research regarding treatment for prostate cancer outlined above, one study found that the most significant predictor of treatment choice was the specialty of the consulting doctor; patients referred to urologists were most likely to choose surgery and those referred to radiation oncologists were most likely to choose radiotherapy. An algorithm trained on this data set would therefore generate a high confidence estimate for the prediction that a patient seeing a urologist would choose surgery. While this might be true, the association (we assume) is not due to genuine patient preference but reflective of the fact that patients are prone to being talked into a certain therapy by their clinician; it would be a bug and not a feature of the proposed autonomy algorithm to reinforce this fact.

Indeed, algorithms can propagate even more insidious associations. Supposing those with lower health literacy are more disposed to choose the (less effective) treatment X, then an algorithm trained on this data set might generate a high confidence estimate for the prediction that a patient with low health literacy would choose X. Of course, this does not mean that patients should choose X. There are numerous examples of algorithms in other fields “learning” prejudice; there is no reason to assume health care would be any
different. Therefore, the autonomy algorithm’s confidence estimates must be examined critically by patients and health care professionals: incorrectly applied, the autonomy algorithm might just reinforce an undesirable status quo.

This potential for bias leads us to ask to what extent we should be prepared to accept the outputs of the autonomy algorithm. We should recall that surrogates predict preferences of incapacitated patients roughly a third of the time. It would appear reasonable, therefore, to use the output of the autonomy algorithm to help refine one’s decision in the context of surrogate decision making. But what if a patient with full capacity was faced with a decision regarding surgery for localized prostate cancer? Health care decisions are inherently stressful and increasingly involve a reasonably sophisticated understanding of probability and uncertainty. It is well known that decision-making processes in these contexts are subject to bias and error. Suppose our hypothetical cancer patient was told that the autonomy algorithm had analyzed the data of millions of patients in similar situations and found that the patients most similar to him opted for a watch-and-wait approach 90% of the time and that, moreover, the rate of decisional regret was higher in the 10% who opted for active treatment. This would be useful, patient-centered information. However, as outlined above, one must guard against unreflexively deferring to the output of the algorithm.

Conclusions
In this essay, we have made the case that it should be possible to construct an autonomy algorithm to estimate confidence for predicted preferences of incapacitated patients by using machine learning technologies to analyze population-wide data sets, including EHRs and social media profiles. The proposed algorithm would result in more accurate predictions than existing methods, which are resource intensive and examine only small patient cohorts.

It was noted that this tool would both help incapacitated patients realize their preferences in spite of being unable to express them and reduce the significant burdens of patients’ incapacity by lowering the emotional strain on proxies and reducing the economic costs of unwanted tests and treatments. Moreover, it was suggested that the algorithm could function as a decision aid to patients with decision-making capacity who are facing complex decisions regarding their own health care.

We also highlighted that the proposed autonomy algorithm could potentially propagate established yet erroneous decision-making practices and hence insidiously reinforce health inequalities. In particular, we noted that if less health literate patients typically chose an inferior treatment X in the algorithm’s data set, the algorithm would generate a high confidence estimate for the prediction that a less health literate patient would choose the inferior treatment X. If the algorithm was blindly applied with patients automatically opting to choose treatment X, it would strengthen the association
between low health literacy and treatment X in the data set and thereby propagate health inequality. The outputs of the autonomy algorithm need to be carefully interpreted by both clinicians and patients in order to avoid this trap.

In conclusion, we submit that it is the process of making a decision that is humanizing and autonomy affirming. Therefore, it would be dehumanizing to automate this process and defer to algorithmic outputs as a matter of course. Nonetheless, it appears the autonomy algorithm should form part of the decision-making process. If correctly implemented, it would not be liable to the varied biases, projections, and misapprehensions of human decision makers; rather, it would make reliable estimates based on a wealth of real-world data. In this way, the autonomy algorithm could become a valuable tool in the stressful medical decision-making process, augmenting the capacity of all people to make decisions in difficult situations.
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